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OHAP'l'ER I 
Introduction 
The following study has been made 1n an attempt to 
determine the extent and nature of musical opportunities 
offered to high school students, beth by the schools and the 
community in the city of Worcester. Massachusetts, and to find 
out, if possible, what can be done to enlarge the scope of the 
entire program. 
l. PurpQse of the Study 
This study shows th:rough an inquiry-form the extent of 
participation in high school musical organizations as well as 
to inquire into possible pa:rticipation provided rehearsals 
could all be held during the school day. It further attempts 
to find out to what extent bigh school students are taking 
part in musical activitiea outside of school. 
2. Need for the PJ?esent Study 
The enrollment in the musical organizations in the high 
schools in the city of Worcester has for a number of years 
been disappointing. In view of the fact that leading educators 
a~e stressing the impo~tanoe of the arts in relation to modern 
educational needs 1 it was felt that a study should be made 
which might indicate the course to follow in increasing the 
number of participants in musical activities in the schools. 
; 
In the past there has been a lack of accurate information to 
serve as a criterion and guide. A curriculum is of utmost 
importance in the teaching of any and all subjects, but in a 
large city school system a subject such as music needs further 
consideration~ It needs to be given "its place in the sun." 
Why do the young people in the City of Worcester find it 
difficult and in many oases impossible to attend rehearsals 
held after school hours? Why is it that so many express a 
desire to play in the high school orchestra and band, and yet 
the enrollment is so small? Is the school doing all in its 
power to foster and nurture the mllSical education of these 
young people? Is the community encouraging these young people 
to continue their musical experience outside of school? Are 
there enough organizations available with trained leaders to 
inspire and direct these groups? 
When the above questions are answered, a clear picture 
of the situation will indicate the course to follow in music 
education in the schools of the City of WoFcester. 
s. Justification 
This study is justified in the light of existing conditions 
The lowered enrollment in the musical organizations in the 
WoFoester high schools is a point or concern. The necessity of 
having some instrumental rehearsals held after school hours 
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when a large pevcentage o£ high school students are wo~king 
is u.nfortunate~ 
"We must decide then that adequate provision for music 
in a community must include opportunities tor as many people 
as possible to find thvough music the freedom of spirit and 
reintegration of the pe~sonality that ~ea after all,. whet )/ 
we mean by recreation. 
New schools are being planned ror the city of Worcester 
Before drawings for these schools QX'e madea it is necessary 
to dete~ne the curriculum in the light of present day 
"Among many unsolved curriculum problems there ~eat 
least four major areas in Which much research remains 
to be done. One of these has to do with the problems of 
the relationship between the schools eu~iculum and the 
wider areas of living. These areas need to be described 
and appraised. The curriculum ot the future 9 likewise~ 
needs new instruments and better perfected instFUmants 
of evaluation-." B./ 
i/Augus~uus D. Z'anzig~ Music in American Life, Oxford 
Uni veFsi·tiy Pxaoos., New York, 1932., P• 42. 
YJ!eview of Educational. Rese~ch# "Curriculum":; Vol. 155 
no. 8: p~~3 (June, 1945). 
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4. Scope 
~he entire public high school population of Worcester, 
Massachusetts of 4225 students filled out the inquiry-form. 
The following schools are represented in this survey: 
High School of Commerce 1770 students 
Classical lligh School 838 students 
North High School 806 student~ 
South High School 811 students 
. 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES TO BE USED Ill SOLUTION 
1. Indust~1al Background of Wo~cester 
Worceste~ is the strategic center ot New England. Located 
in the nation's f1~st and foremost industrial areap it is an 
outstanding city of' diversified and prosperous manufacturing 
plants. It is a distribution center fo~ s rieh, highly-pop-
ulated compact trading area. and the marketing point of a 
bighly-spec1al1eed agricultural region. 
Skill and crattsmansb!p, 1n the best traditions of New 
England production, along with progress and ingenuity, help 
keep Worcester prosperous. Steady progress has been the 
h1stoP.1 of manufacturing in Worcester since the day of its 
first shops 1n 1713. With more than 600 plants producing items 
ranging from watch springs to pullman oars and from envelopes 
to rolling mills, Worcester industry is not subject to 
econom!o extremes. 
It !a the home of the world's largest abvasives plant, 
one or the leading machine tool capitals of the world~ and the 
bivthplaoe o£ the wire and metal stamping industr1eso Yet 
many of its plants are small, with less than 100 employees, 
but they are healthy and in this favorable industrial 
atmosphere they are prosperous and growings Industries in 
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Wo~ceste~ have invested capital of t223,ooo.ooo and normal 
annual production valued at around $185,000,000. Wartime 
production rose to about $400,000,000 a yeare Industrial 
employment during the war rose to nearly 54,000, the majority 
of whom received the Army-Navy E award. A nationally known 
technical college, and boys' and girls• trade schools make 
important contributions to the city's industrial life. 
The following' is a list of products which are made in 
Worcester and serve the world: 
Abrasives 
Airplane Parts 
Automotive Parts 
Cabinet Work 
Chains 
Clothing 
Corsets 
Crankshafts 
Dztinking.Oups 
·Drugs· and Ohemi cals· 
Electrical Equ1p~en~ 
Electronic Devices 
Envelopes 
Firearms 
FoFgings · 
Foundry Products 
Gaskets 
Gztinding Equipment 
Labeiing Machines 
Leather Belting 
Leather· Goods 
Lubricants 
Machine Tools 
Metal Stampings 
Papermaking Machinery 
Patterns and Models 
Plastics 
Plastic Machinery 
Printing and Publishing 
Rolling Mill Machinery 
Roller Skates 
Rugs and Carpets 
ScFew Machine Products 
Sheet Metal Products 
Shoe Findings 
Shoes and Slippers 
Small Tools 
Sprinkler Systems 
Stationery 
Steel Springs 
Steel and Wi:J?e 
SUFgical Supplies 
Textiles 
Textile Machinery 
'l'hread 
Trolleys, Railroad Cars 
and Busses 
'l'u:t>bines 
Wall Paper 
Wire Fending and Netting 
Wire Goode 
Woolens and Worsteds 
The largest block of school children come, quite natur-
ally, rrom the homes of the workers in these industries. It 
is from homes such as these that outstanding musical talent 
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is found. Wo~oester is proud of the fact that many profession• 
al musicians have attended her public schoolsa The most recent 
contribution to the professional concert stage is Polyna 
Stoska, a star of the Metropolitan Opera Company. 
2~ Cultural Background ot Worcester 
.In~st~1-tu~t~1~o"n.s ~ societies.-· Worcester has been an 
educational center for almost 100 years~ It is the seat of 
Clark University, founded tn 1887 (Collegiate Department 
founded in 1901); Holy O~sa, founded in l842J Worcester 
Polyt@chnlc Institute, founded in 1865; Worcester Adademy, 
founded 1n 1839; Assumption College, rounded 1n 1903; 
Massachusetts State Normal School, founded 1n l874J Worcester 
Boys' Trade School, founded in 1909; and Worcester Girls' 
Trade School, founded in 1911. 
The Worcester public school system consists of 56 
elementary schools, two junior high schools, four senior high 
schools, and one vocational and continuation sohoole There are 
15 parochial schools 1n Worcester. and six parochial b1gh 
schools~ 
Worcester has approximately 26,162 public school pupils 
enrolled tn the day schools, and 2439 pupils 1n the evening 
schools; 8000 pupils in parochial schools, and 2300 in a 
trade school for girls and a trade school for boys~ There 
are 1337 teachers and other department employees in the public 
schools or Worcester, as well as 275 teachers in parochial 
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schools and 137 teaohe~s 1n trade schools. 
There a~e seve~al tine business schools as well as a 
private day schoolo 
The Worcester A~t Museum, founded in 1898 by Stephen 
Salisbury, contains one or the flinest collections or painting• 
sculpture, prints and examples of the decorative arts 1n the 
United States, and carries on an extensive educational 
program 1n the practice and appreciation or the arts. The Art 
Museum has an endowment of ts,ooo,ooo. 
Worcester is the home of the American Antiquarian Society, 
which has a library building containing books ot great 
historical value. The society, founded in Worcester 1n 1812, 
is a.d1st1ngu1shed historical body. 
The Worcester Free Public Library. founded 1n 1859, 
consists of the main library with five b~anoh libraries end 
a Bookmobile. Books may be found dealing with fine arts, 
biography, history, science, technology, and periodicals as 
well ee special collections. This large library bas over 
417,889 volumes. 
The Worcester E1stor1cal Society was founded in 1875 and 
has a valuable library and museumo 
The Worcester Natural History Society was organized 1n 
lSS9. It !s the second oldest museum 1n the country. It is 
noted for educational work among children and for its evening 
school. 
For c1v1o purposes the City of Wo~ceeter bas erected the 
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Worcester Auditorium in memo~y of the soldiers who gave thei~ 
lives in World Wa~ I. Many large conventions and symphony 
concerts have been successfully staged berea The main audi• 
torium has a stage 44 teet deep and 116 feet wide# and a 
seating capacity of 3 1 500e The seats may be removed for 
' exhibitions or banquets. The orchestra pit 1e of the elevator 
type. 
The amplifying system in use here has been the object 
of muah enthusiastic comment from prominent singers and 
speakers, who pronounce 1t the most precise 1n true tone 
reproduction to be found in any or the country's large halls. 
This building is also equipped with a tine pipe orsan4 
The Worcester Oratorio Society and the Wovcester County 
Musical Association are two of the oldest musical groups in 
the city. The for.mer gives one perfo~ce a year• Handel's 
11Mess1ahn during tho Olutietmas season. This organization was 
founded in 1917. The Wovoeste~ Oounty Musical Association 
sponsoFs a work of fine music eaoh year. 
The Worcester Music Festival.•• Accordtng to Mr~ Raymond 
Y.: Morin "when a community is culturally alert end industriously 
disposed, 1t seeks to express itself b~ the faithful sponsor• 
ship of a traditional enterprise. Festivals of all description 
musical. dramatic~ artistio, literacy• give groups of 
devotees the p:r1v1lege of individually aclmowledging 
X7aeymond tio~in~ E1shty•t1rth Music Festival gt~ Worcester 
county t1us1ca1 Association. l944 
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the art which to them is most expressiveq This involves a 
responsibility. The merit and essentiality of the art to the 
community's well•being !s not changed by time; neither is 
there a decrease in the necessary support that keeps the 
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enterprise alive." George Marek comments on art in relation 
to economic c1ndit1one when he says: 
"It is one of the historic ironies that bad times 
can bring good results. !he creation of art is stimulated 
by prosperous times; but the appreciation of art may 
rise when the economic barometer falls. It has happened 
several times. It happened to us in the early nineteen-
thirties-----When people, bewildered by the topsy• 
turviness of the world$ turned to music, 1t so happened 
that music was readily available." 
Thus fo~ the cultural value received, and communal p~ide8 
this festival has lived and thrived for ninety-three years. 
Few cities in the world have such an impressive ~ecord for 
perserverance as Worcester. The countless obstacles that have 
inevitably presented themselves through the years would have 
overwhelmed a less dete~ined organization. Raymond Morin8 a 
vezry able music cri'tie in Worcester, has written a history of 
the Worcester County Musical Association, by which the 
. y 
Worcester Festival is governed. Be says, 
nit all started in 1859 when a "musical convention" 
took place in Mechanics Hall. From 1863, formal mworcester 
County Musical Conventions" were held in both Mechanics 
and Washburn Halls. But 1n 1870 these did not suffice to 
satisfy the citizens of Wo~cester (which had been a city 
for 2a years), so the governing body became known as the 
i7George R. Marek, The Good Housekeeping Guide to Musical 
En,1oyment, Rinehart and Company, i~eri York, l949Tp.6. 
2/Reymond Morin, Eightz-tifth Music Festival 2! ~ Worcester 
Oountz Musical Association, Bul.letin, ~944, p. 7. 
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Worcester County Musical Association, which it has since 
remained. . 
In 1673 the first auspicious festival took place. 
Oarl Zerrahn was conductor. With a group of then prominent 
soloists and a miniature of today's chorus; such wor-ks 
as the Beethoven "Symphony No" l in O", Handel 1 s "Judas 
Maccabaeus",. and Mozart's "Concerto in E•flat" for two 
pianos were courageously undertaken. Since then, the 
Festival roster might well serve as a musical "Who's Who." 
From its gigantic cast of more than 650 soloists, great 
personalities from concert and opera have trod the stages 
of Mechanics Hall and the Municipal Auditorium. It has 
accumulated a formidable repertory~ approximately 1000 
important choral, orchestral, and instrumental works by 
about 300 composers. These include 56 different symphonies 
46 concertos, ll complete operas, in addition to hundreds 
of brief compositions. It is doubtful if any musical 
venture of equal standard has ever reached such stature. 
To these statistics could be added a generous list of 
"first American perrormanoes" ·of important works, and 
the beginning of many brilliant careers." 
During the years of 1942 and 1943, because of war 
conditions the Worcester Festival cancelled their programs. 
When in 1944 it was decided to hold the Festival again, many 
messages were received from all over the country. 
!I Olin Downes wrote# 
"I am glad to hear or the renewal of the Worcester Music 
Festival and under such promising auspioeso 
With best wishes, n 
(signed) Olin Downes 
Music Critic, "New York Times" 
Walter Damrosch sent the following greeting: 
y 
1 /Eishtt-fifth Music Festivat E! ~Worcester County Musical irssoc1a ion, Bulletin, l944, p. 36. 
Y,Ibid.,, P·• 36., 
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"I hear with such pleasure that the Worcester Music 
Festival$ which has been carried on so splendidly under 
the direction of our dear Albert Stoessel, will be 
continued &£tel' two years ot cessation. You could not 
have done better than to engage the Ph1madelpb1a 
Symphony Orchestra and its conductor~ Mro Or.mandyo Both 
stand very high in our musical world. The Worcester 
Musical Association has done eo much for the development 
of music in oUP country, that it certainly deser.wves the 
beet of eve:ryth1ngo" 
(signed) Walter Damroaoh 
and from Marion Bauer came this message: !I 
say: 
"No motte fitting tribute could be offered to the 
memory of Albert Stoessel than the continuance of the 
Worcester Music Festival according to the standards 
which he so ideally followed during his years of service~ 
The Festival was an activity which be held dear, and 
those who have followed its h1sto~ for many decades, 
will rejoice 1n the plans outlined for its e1ghty•f1ftb 
m'lnivereaey." 
(signed) Marion Bauer 
. u Musical America" 
The music critic a.e the 11Spring.t'1eld Unionnhad this to y 
"The annotincement that the Worcester Music Festival 
is resumed after a two years' interval 1s "First Pass" 
news. For more than SO years 1t has been my privilege 
to attend the Festival and I think that I do not err 
when I note that the climax was reached under the superb 
direction of Albert Stoessel. 
America has much to offer musically, and the 
Worcester Festival 1s part and parcel of the best 
Ame:rioen Tradition." 
(signed) Willard Me Clark 
Music Editor 
tt The Springfield Union" 
1/Ibid., p. 36. 
~., P• 36. 
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From the" Atlanta Constitution" came these words: !I 
11 It is important news to all music lovers that 
your Worcester Music Festival will be held again this 
year. What with the Philadelphia Symphony and Or.mandy 
featured on yoU!" programs. 1 t j.s sure to be an out-
standing success. Best wishes for the best season yet. 
Wish I could be there." 
J. M. Priaulx sent the 
(signed) Eugenia Bridges Cordon 
Music Ed1 tor 
n The Atlanta Cons ti tu tion" 
following message: 
y 
nit is cheering news to learn that Wozooester will 
continue to carry on; 64 years the Festival hes been 
sowing much good musical seed. It is right and fitting 
that Worcester continue to maintain same. For many 
years the slogan of the oritio was "as Worcester went 
so followed the Musical Worldet" 
To attend the Worcester Music Festival was an 
annual treat to me .for nearly 50 years. the chorus 
giving me the greatest joy. It maintstned the FestivslQ 
With all good wishes for a successful Fest!valjJ" 
(signed) J.H. Priaulx 
Concerning the Worcester Festival Chorus Which is 
composed ot people in Worcester end Worcester County• Leslie y 
Moore has written the following: 
"A chorus, after all, is an orchestra of human 
voices. Whereas the instrumental orchestra produces 
and blends the tones of str1nes, woodwinds• brasses 
and percussion, the vodal chorus produces and blends 
the tones ot soprano, alto. tenor and bass. In both 
1/Ibid. I p. 36. 
~., p. 36. 
3/LeSiie Moore, Eighty-fifth Music Festival of the Worcester 
trounty Musical Association, Bulletin, 1944, P7 g:-
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cases, a~tistic success depends chiefly on tireless, 
exacting and earnest Peheareal under skillful direction. 
An or~hestra of a hundred brilliant instrumentalists, 
playing a symphony without long and painstaking prepara-
tion. can be agonizing. So with. the ohorua coming raw 
to performance of a choral worko 
The Worcester Festival Chorus is never unprepared. 
It works hard throughout the year. Ever·y Tuesday evening 
for two hours or more~ save for a breathing spell in 
Summer and a briof rest after the Festival in the Fall, 
the chorus rehearses diligently for its part of the 
October programs~ 
Results are glorious. Man for man and woman for 
woman, there may be great volunteer choruses in this 
oQuntry who would out-solo the Worcester Festival Chorus. 
I don't know or care much. But I do know that in all 
discussion ot choral singing I havo yet to bear anyone 
of consequence suggest that any other cho~ue in the 
major music festival field excels these Worcester singers. 
The great oratorios. the superb devotions of Pales-
trina. Bach's matchless chorales, the madrigal, the 
carol., the choral symphonies, the l!:ltlng airs of 
Sul11v&m6 the spi:ritua.ls--·these and more the Festival 
Chorus sings with intense beauty and intelligence. It 
sings with equal effect whether it has the accompaniment 
of a great symphony orchestra or no accompaniment at 
all. 
This success comes pa~tly from leadership; for the 
Festival Chorus over more than three-quarters of a century 
has been blessed with fine oonduct1ng9 In Walter Howe 
that blessing is undimmed, for besides his musicianship 
and personality be brings to his work a deep understand• 
inc of Festival traditions. He and his chorus ~ow each 
other thoroughly. But !t is vesponsiveness to tine 
leadership that makes the Festival Chorus great. and 
responsiveness is a keystone of tho cho!lus tradition, 
built into vehearsals and perfor.mance under a series of 
distinguished conductors from Carl Zerrabn, Dudley Duck, 
and George w. Chadwick to Henry Hadley6 Albert Stoessel 
and now Walter Howe. 
Probably no truer comment has ovor been made of the 
Worcester Music Festival in its 85 years than that the 
chorus is its backbone. I go further and say the chorus 
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is the Festival's soul and spirit. These 400-plus 
singers who have worked so faithfully year after year 
embody the highest ideals of music in perfor.manoeo 
They are Worcester's part of the Fest1valq We could 
not have great music if it were not for the Festival 
Oho:rus working steadily throughout most of the year 
and making itself one of the greatest musical 
instruments 1n America." 
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3o l1istoriee.l Bael:gz•ound o? Muoio Education in tiorccste~ .. 
MYsio ~ ~~1902~·- L~ 1841 n group o~ hirft ochool 
student& bought a piano for the school. Only pa:rtial payment~ 
however, was made and the students decided to give it to the 
school pttoviding the school eonmdttee would abso!:'b the 
remaining paymer::ts .. The school committee did vote to accept 
the piano and the unpaid balance and so» ruusic in the schools 
of Worcester started- with one piano and no teaohexo of music. 
"In the school committee report for 1841 it says: 
'In this achoolzt as the master is able to give 
instructiot.t. in vocal music., its influence has been 
tested~ and proves eminently useful' 
and again in the repo:r-t for 1043 these words are found: 
'Regular exercises are interspersed with exercises 
in music and its good effect on te~er, moon1ers> and 
mo:t'al oha:r-acter is manifest•' "]/ 
Again "A oarei'ul study of: the reports of' the School 
Oommitteeu now extant, show how gradually the truth 
came into the he~ta and minds of those in autho~ity. 
From the fi~st the good gentlemen who had the schools 
under their control granted that singing waa an excellen 
aocoJ!1)lishment, and they deaJ:>ly loved to hear the pupils 
sing, but the time and expense incident to its teaching• 
a..ll~ there was the rub I How the-:f did approve and yet :fail 
to app:r:aopriat() • How they would like to have every 
Worcester boy and gi:t.~l pro.ficient in this accomplishment 
it the same could be had g~atis; but the seed was 
gePM!nat:tns €l.nd f'in&lly it sproutedo Tllen came the :Cull 
plant and at last the blossom, but it is well to read just a little the records themselves. 
In 1859 singing, writing and drawing ave associated. 
but singing leads, and the report says: 
'The experiment of employing a teacher o:f vocal 
1 he Worcester Magazine. The Board of Trade, Worcester, 
January to June. 1903). volmne s~ 
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music in the grammar and secondary schools was made during 
two terms last year (1859) with very decidedly favorable 
results. The salary paid was $100 par term, and lessons 
of thirty minutes were given weekly to each of the above-
named schools. The need of such an instructor is obvious. 
Few of the teachers employed by the city, however 
competent in other respects~ can teach sing1ngiHt-·:z. The 
brief experiment of last year proved that a competent 
teacher or vocal music would secure unifor.mity of method 
and awaken a general interest in the subject.• " 
In 1860 a rule was adopted by the school committee giving 
permission to the teacher to allow singing in the school when 
it did not interfere with the regular school work. In 1865 voca 
music was first introduced in the school rules. Mr. Isaac 
Metcalf was appointed a teacher or singing at the rate of 
sixty cents a lesson. It is diffioul~ to understand of what 
0 a lesson" consisted. Later that same year Mro E. s. Nason 
was elected to the position of teacher of singing at the 
musificent sum of $1500 per year. He held this position until 
1877 when Mr. Seth Richards succeeded himo Mr. Richards's 
salary was $1500 per year. He later became the first director 
of music in the schools and retained this position until the 
year 1902. In 1889 Mr. Charles I. Rice was elected to assist 
Mr. Richards in the teaching of singing. Upon the retirement 
of Mr. Richards, Mr. Rice became the director of music in the 
public schools,. 
Music~ 1:2Qg ]2. ~.-- It was during this period 
from 1902 to 1928 that music in the schools of Worcester 
blossomed. Choral societies in the high schools became very 
popular and outstanding concerts were given. Orchestras were 
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~rmed and although very little 1nsti'Um.ental instruction was 
I given by the school music teachers. these orchestras were 
~ather well balanced. Several m~sic teachers joined the faculty 
durine these years, among them Mr. Arthur J. Danno Mr. Dann 
was assigned to the high schools, and it was le.rgely thN>ugh 
his ability and interest that the instrumental phase of. school 
music flourished. All hi~h schools had orchestras and bands 
and girls' and boys' glee clubs~ 
In 1925 the Worcester Consolidated High School Band was 
fo~ed. This group attended the first New England Music 
Festival held tn Boston. 
Music from 1928 to 1940.-· MrQ Dann became the director ................. _ -
of music in 1928 and continued his splendid leadership of 
music in the schools and community until 1940. Mr4 Dann was 
well equipped to conduct the ever expanding music program 1n 
the schoolso His name is well known 1n the field of music 
education. He 1e related to Mr. Hollis Dann, for many years 
the head of the music department of New York Universityo At 
the time Mr. Dann retired from the Worcester School Department 
he had succeeded 1n increasing the music faculty to sixteen 
teachers. Harmony was taught as a regular class subject with 
recognized academic credit. ~nst~ental instruction waa 
given 1n all of the h1gh schools free or charge~ Many of the 
more· unusual instruments were owned by the schools for use by 
the students without charge. Un1for.ms for the bands had been 
purchased by the schools from proceeds raised through 
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admissions to concerto~ TAa city of Wo~eester is deaply 
indebted to ~. Dann• who raised the music stand~ds in the 
schools to a bigne~ level than eve~ beforee 
Music jag,~ p:resent time.•- For the past twenty..;.five 
years the instrumental pzaog:re.m :ln the schools has Fece:L ved 
a large amount of attention., Up to that time vocal music was 
the main interest~ The high school orchestras developed in 
each of the high schools as money was made available by 
service clubs, parents, or schools funds. Pa~ents became 
increasingly aware o£ the leisure-time and recreational 
values ot instrumental work. When it was seen what could be 
done, school authorities found more and more reason tor 
helping to promote the pr-o~aBht More music teachers were 
employed, mb~e eqUipment was furnished, and consideration 
generally was more sympathetic~ 
During these years the high school orchestras floUFishe 
Stiting players were the rule instead of the exception of: 
todaye Enrollment 1n tho orchestFaa !'an from 35 to 
Bands began to be tol"l!led in the schools~ and While they lle:re 
small in the beginni:ng~ they g:t:aadua.lly became more populax> 
O!'gan:tsat:tons than ol:'ohestras 11 Contributing factors were 
undoubtedly the gls.motW of the uniform, the p arado :~ the 
fulness of tone, and the activity of all instruments :tn the 
band. The cornet pla.yeza no longel' had to count 25 measures 
be.fo:re he played~ as he veey often had to in the orchestra. 
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During the last tew yea~s the group method of instrumenta 
•. 
1nst~uot1on bas been practiced in the Worcester schools. It is 
not intended to supplant individual private instruction. In 
many cases the students add to thei~ group instruction as muoh 
private instruction as possible to develop maximum proficiency 
on their instruments. 
The advantages of' the g:roup method aFe fiz-st, its economy; 
second, tha rapidity in lea~ing; and third, the added interest 
in taking part in a group. Over three hundred young string 
players are studying 1n the Worcester schools. These young 
people are studying under the tutelage of violin experts who 
are employed tor this one purpose. By training these young 
people in the early grades it is hoped that the 1nstr~ent 
program will grow and develop to a point where participation 
in the high school musical organizations will be greatly 
increased. 
4., SUI'vey of High School Popula t1on 
Social status.-- At the present time 1n the four public 
high schools in the city or Worcester there is an overall 
population or 4225 students~ These students Pepresent homes 
from all walks of life. Some are wealthy, some are poor: 
most are middle class" Professor George Denemazak has said 
that social class may be divided into six categories, namely: 
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1. Uppe~-upper- &~cellent backgroundM excellent job 
2. Middle-uppe~· Fai~ to good baek~ound~ sxeellent job 
3$ Upper~m1ddlea Good background- gpod job 
4. Middle .... middle.., Fair background..,. f'ai~ job 
-5. Lower~middle• Fair background- poor job 
a. Lower•lower~ Poor backgroundw poor job . 
In attempting to classify the social status of the boys 
and girls in the high schools of Woreeste:P on tho basis of 
these classifications it is found that very few students come 
from either g:roup one or group two. The parents ill these two 
categories tend to send their children to private s~hoola. 
Groups tlu,oe., four~ w.'ld f:lve l"apresent 98 per eent of the 
school popula-Giono GrQup six is practically non-existent in 
Worcester due to the excellent work being done by the various 
social and welfare agoncios. If students should be grouped in 
the sixth category9 it would be difficult to Feoognize them 
because of the careful approach by the·socia.l agencies and 
the school. 
Division g,t high school studen·t:;sq-... In the High School 
of Commevce the student e~ollment is l770o This ochool is 
mo~a than twice as large as any other high school in the city 
This school is the only hi~l school which offe~s a commercial 
tra~~ing. T.he young people who attend the High School of 
Commerce do not plan to attend institutions of highe~ learnin o 
Each yeaF a few students do Zurthe~ thai~ t~aining according 
to a survey made by the guidance department :tn the schoolso 
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!I This survey , taken four months after graduation of the class 
or 1950, shows that 81 per cent of the High School of Commerce 
students did not continue their studies in institutions of 
higher learning. The survey further shOW$ that of the boys 
who were employed full time, 35 per cent did clerical work, 
32 per cent were unskilled laborers~ and 13 per cent semi-
skilled. Three per cent went into professional work, one per 
cent were in skilled work, and one per cent joined the armed 
forces. 
Ot the girls who did not attend schools of higher learning 
86 per cent did clerical work, the remaining 14 per cent 
found positions in sales work. 
Because such a large per centage of the students do not 
continue their fo~al education in schools of higher learning, 
it is of vital importance to see that the very best in musical 
education and experience be given to these young people. 
In Classical, North, and South High Schools, students 
take what is known as a classical or college preparatory 
course. This course is designed to prepare the student for 
college. It is interesting to note that as a result of the 
survey taken, which has been previously mentioned, 89 per cent 
of the graduates of the class of 1950 from Classical High 
School attended·schools of higher learning. Seventy per cent 
f?oHuldance Services, Worcester, Massachusetts Public Schools 
ook at Their 1950 ftraduates, Bulletin, Worcester, Massaohusett , I'95i'.- -
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of the graduates from North High School furthered their 
education. At South High School 67 per cent continued their 
schooling. Seventy-five per cent of the students of these 
three schools in the class of 1950 attended sone college. 
These three high schools draw children from homes of the 
middle-middle and upper-middle class families. The High School 
of Commerce~ on the other hand, because of the economic 
situation and general background, draws young people from 
homes in the middle-middle to lower-middle class families. 
Even though such a large per centage of students from 
Classical, North, and South High Schools do continue their 
schooling and are able to take music courses in college, it 
is, nevertheless, of utmost importance to expose these young 
people to the best education possible in the.music field. 
This is particularly true in view of the fact that many do not 
avail themselves of music ins~ruction at the college level. 
Age £! hish school population.-- The age of the pupils 
in the senior ~gh school runs from 14 to 18, but actually 
their ~ses are from 12 to 20. !~mediately following World War 
II it was not at ~11 uncommon to have boys who were 20 years 
old in high school. The diver~ity in ages may be accounted 
for by the fact th8t there are always one or two precocious 
children just as there are one or two retarded students. 
This period is known to educators as the period of adolescence. 
It is the period when the child emerges into an adult. It is 
a most difficult transition period. In one sense it might be 
called a period of frustration; in another, the blossoming 
of the beautiful. Whatever it is called, it is still a period 
of change and as .such, whethe~ students $ttend schools in 
Worcester or Alaska, they all must go through this 
!I 
metamorphosis. It is a time as Pete~ Dykema and Karl Gehrkens 
say: 
"When the voice changes from a piping treble in 
boys or an immature quality in girls, to a mature, 
resonant, and individualistic singing and speaking 
organ: when the feelings become intessified and 
frequently difficult to oontl'ol: when the boy becomes 
conscious of the immense gulf that separates· him from 
the girl, and when the girl begins to realize her 
power over the boy: and when, most important of all, 
both boy and girl realize their individuality, their 
own personal need- desires, attitudes, longings, 
frustrations, antagonisms, and tragedies. These things 
are not to be thought of as 'bad.' They are merely the 
characteristics of the normal, everyday adolescent." 
Attitude toward music.-- The attitude of the high school 
boy and girl toward music is dependent on two general factors: 
first, on the experience they have had with music during 
their formative years, and the place it has had in their 
hearts and lives; and second, the meaning of music in the 
.home and the attitude of those with whom they live. If during 
their grade school. days they wero taught music by a teacher 
Y'l'eter w. Dykema and Karl w. Gehrkens, ..!!!! f'eachint) !!.!!.2. 
Administration 2! Hi5h School Masic, c. c. Birchard and Company 
Boston, massachusetts, 1940, p. 449. 
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who insisted above everything that discipline be maintained 
at all costs and dril~cd on syllahle reading to the point 
where l:lUsic was smothered, 1 t is regrettable though 'l.mder-
etandablo that they view music with a raised eyehrow. If, on 
the other hand, thoir experience with music has been a happy 
one, in the school, the home, and in the com.rnunity, they will 
cheerfully look forward to further participation in music in 
the high school. 
In discussing art and music in the secondary school, Dr. 
11 Billett says: 
"It is self-evident that the existins st~tus of 
secondary-school art and music should be a matter of 
deep concern to all educators and educationists who 
believe that experience in the areas represented by art 
and music are. indispensable phases of a well-rounded 
general education at the secondary-school level. The 
comparatively small number of secondary schools :tn. 
which splendid art and music programs have been developed 
stand not as a compensation for, but as a challenge to, 
the American secondary school as a whole, which never 
has had and does not now have either an art or a music 
program worthy of the name. Even in the best of secondary 
schools, art and music programs fail to meet many 
standards currently accepted by specialists in these 
s~bject-matter .fields and by educationists in gepe:ralo" 
And aeain: 
gj 
"In the first place, it should be·noted that most 
phases of both vocal and instrumental music are presented 
in the music program of the better-than-average secondary 
school. In the junior high school one finds such 
activities as boys' glee club 1 girls' glee club• mixed 
chorus, general music, band, orchestra, instruction in 
piano, and individual or group instruction in string and 
i/Roy o. Billett, Fundwmentals of Secondary-School Seachins, 
Woughton Mifflin Company, Boston; 19401 p. 404. 
g/Ibid., p. 410. 
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braes instruments. In the senior higb school, in 
addition to an opportunity to continue the activities just named, one frequently finds a cappella choirs and 
cl~sses in voicep music appreciation, history of music, 
har.mony, music reading, and musicianship. · 
From a second point of view it should be noted that 
the music program in the better-than-average secondary 
school is by no means limited to opportunities to lear.n 
how to perform. In both the vocal and instrumental phases 
of the music program the pupils are provided with 
opportunities to learn how to listen and even how to 
compose. 
From a third point of view it should be noted that 
the music program in the better-than-average secondary 
school is not confined to the regular program of studies. 
Musical activities comprise a major phase of the extra• 
curriculum. Moreover, music is by far the most common 
out-of-school study. As such it is pursued on an 
individual basis under private teachers, yet supervise~ 
and accredited by the school." 
Teaching~~ high schools.Q- In Classical, North, 
and South High Schools one full-time teacher of music is 
employed. It is the duty of these instructors to be prepared 
and able to not only teach the theory or music through their 
classes in harmony and fundamentals or music, but also to be 
inspiring leaders of both the vocal and instrumental 
organizations. A person may well be a fine baseball player 
yet be completely at a loss on the tennis court. In the same 
light it is expecting a great deal to hope to find teachers 
who are outstanding in both vocal and instrumental music. 
Concerning the qualifications of the music teacher, Professors y 
Dykema and Gehrkens have this to say: 
"The music teacher- if he is to be successful in 
any real sense, aust believe in music as an exalter of 
the human spirit, as a life-givins force in education •. 
He must come to realize that !11Usic is taught for 'lThat 
it can contribute to the child rather than for what the 
child can contribute to musico So it ls not merely 
public school music that we are advocating, nor even---
to adopt the broader terns·-- school music or music 
adueationo It is education through music·-- to borrow 
the titlo of Charles Habert Farnsworth's epoch-making 
book: it is music at the center of human life: music 
that changes life; changes the child eo that he still 
remains changed when he has become a man; music that 
awakens in each ind3.vidual a craving for artistic 
expression and provides him with a type of experience 
that satisfies this craving: music that makes the 
individual more friendly, more capable or working 
more hQrmoniously with others, thnt causes him to 
listen to the effect of the whole and to subordinate 
his own egoistic desires to the totnl ensemble; musie 
that is so genuine, so thoroughly fine thnt because of 
its beauty and purity it reaches down deep into the 
soul; music that lifts the individual human being 
above the hum-drum of d~ily life, soothine him when 
the pain of existence would otherwise be too intense; 
and, at othor times, affording a medium for expressing 
hi! joy at heing alive; o•••o it is this kind of 
education through music., this kind of music as a part 
of normal living, that we advocate ...... in schoolJ' in 
home, in church, in community." 
The city of Worcester is extremely fortunate in having 
fine hish school music teachers. These teachers are not 
interested primarily in the perfection of performance but in 
the larger aspect- the student. 
Interest !a~ individual student.~- Although Miss 
MacDonald, a demonstration teacher in tho elementary schools, 
had known Lillian Miskovicb as a towheaded Lithuanian girl 
since the first grade., she first became aware of her lovely 
singing voice in the fifth grade. In 1946 Miss MacDonald 
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Ul'ged this young lady to ot-udy piano. Lillian came fFom a 
hor,1a whe1~e the mother-' was bringing up a f'e.mily of six childre!l 
because the father had died. The family was in poor financial 
conditione Miss MacDonald arranged fo:r!l Lillian to come each 
Saturday to he%3 home to study piano$ For several years this 
instruction and encouragement ws.s given with fair results~ 
The voice, however~ matUFed~ and during the adolescent period 
it became more obvious than eve~ that Lillian had an out-
standing voice. She was encouraged during her high school dayf 
at the High School of Co~~roe by Miss Hokanson and Miss 
Ft\ller, both ~s!e teachers at the school. Miss MacDonald 
continued to give Lillian occasional lessons in voice 
placement and intelligent breath cont~olo 
During Lillian's senio~ year, when Miss Anna Kaskas of 
the Metropolitan Opera Company came to Worcester to sing in 
the Wo~eester Music Festival, an audition was ar~anged. Kiss 
Kaskas was so moved by the native C!Jlality and appa.ren.t 
possibilities of Lilliants voice that she offered to accept 
her as her protege~ Ar~angemants were made for her to sing 
for the Worcester Kiwanis Club. This appearance so captivated 
and stilTed these gentlemen that thoy made a sizable donation 
to her fo~ further ctudy@ She attended the University oZ 
Indiana to study w1 th r&tss Kasl:as and enroll as an untls:r-
~aduateo Several anonymous gifts have been subsequently 
made by civic•minded individuals in the community as well 
as continued support by the Kiwanis Club. 
Lillian was about to l'eturn to Indiana for the junior 
yea:r whan she was notii'iod that she had won the cove tee. 
Minna Kaufman Ruud Fou.."ldation seholarsl"..ip fora w~'lich she had 
been auditioned. ~1is scholarsllip guarantees #25~000 to the 
!'eoipie1'J.t fo1! the t~i:n.est rau.sical tvalning available in New 
Yo:!?k City including weekly attendance at the Metropolitan 
Opera plus ove~1.tunl s·tudy alJroado Lillian io now :tn Uow York 
begimd.l'lg this musioal training. 
Miss MacDonald has gi van a fine oxa.mpla of wha·t Ja:mes y 
Mursell meallt when he said: 
nTo capture$ expraga$ and render beneficently 
potent the human values of music is an en·terprise 
which sho~1J.d command the enthusiasm. of eveey teacher 
of music. To do so adds eno~usly to the significance 
and dignity of his wol'ko It gives him just what he 
most needs•• and infor~ing wisdom and a constructive 
vision,. n 
To be a~are of6 Pnd oonoer-ned with, unusual musical 
ability is or great impo~tanoe, because it is through these 
people that great lml.SicaJ. W?t exists. In ignoi-ing outstanding 
talent the world is made that mu.ch poorerw The concert 
audience of tomorrow Which is being prApared today must be 
fortified through the watchful and syl!lpa·thetie eyes a..""l.d ears 
of the :music ·!iea.ah·.Jr. 
Bl AJ:>thUP E.. War-d . has the following to say conoe:rming 
YJ'ames Lo r:Iu;sell,. Human Values, !!! Music Education:> Silver 
:Bm:dett end GmiJI>tmY 11 Boston, l934, PP• J.21 13. 
g/Arthur E. Ward:o Music Education !2£. Hi5h Sch~ols, American 
Book Company, Boston, l94l,pelo 
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music and 'YOUth; 
"The most unive~sal love of music and the fFequent 
possession of musical talent among ouv children make 
training in music not only valuable from an educational 
standpe!ntt~ but increases the oa.pa.ei ty of· all to 
appFeoiate music and thereby adds vastly to the sum of 
human happiness. The self~diseipline requi~ed for 
musical practice• calling for painstaking ca~ and 
complete accuracy, is as impQrtant to child davolop~ent 
as other :f'olm!S of educational t:f'e.ining. It has also a 
special social value flowing out of the cooperative 
wo~k in orchestras, bands• and cho~ses. A distinct 
e~ichment in American life will follow from the added 
devotion m1 the pa~t of our boys and girls to the 
beautiful aFt of Music;\}" 
s. Survey of Community Music 
In a preceding chapter the Worcester MuaiQ.Festival has 
been described at some length in colnlection with the cultural 
back~ound o:t' the eity. In orde:t." to show the ptntt that the 
Fest! val plays at present in the comr1uni ty 1 the following 
information is pertinent • 
. 
. The major oho:ral work to be pe~formed by the Wo:t:'oestar 
Festival Chorus with the Philadelphia Symphony this .October 
is "The Saint Matthew Passion" by Bach~ The chorales will be 
sung by the chorus augmented by abou·t 500 voices in the 
audiene~. Approx1mately.200 of these voices will be high 
school students prepared and tl"ained by the music teachers. 
An outstanding contribution to the youth of the city is 
the Young People's Goncert which is given on Saturday morning 
of Festival week. There is a small charge fo~ this concert. 
The music to be played is known well in advance~ In this way 
it 1s possible to prepare the young people by having them 
familiar with it through reco~1ngs or themes played on tbe 
pianoforte. This concert d~aws an audience of 3500 young 
peopleo 
A typical program is as follows: 
Overture to 01nderella 
Toy Symphony 1n C Major 
Ave Ma:r.-1a 
Boy Soprano-- Harpist 
Ob• Susanna 
Sung by audience 
Waltz from the Ballet-
Sleeping Beauty 
Peter and the Wolf 
Rossini 
Haydn 
Bacb•Gounod 
Tobaikovsky 
Prokofieff 
Church choirs.-• There are over 100 churches in the city 
ot Worcester. Eighty-nine of these churches have choirs. 
There is no church 1n which high school students are excluded 
from some singing groupo Seve~al churches have choirs for 
adults only but those churches also provide a choir for 
teen~agers. The size of these choirs varies from eight to 
eighty. 
Many efr.orts have been made ~ecently to attract ¥ouns. 
people to join church choi~s. Seva~al of the largest 
Pz»otestant churches have C!'eated a position known as the 
m1nistezt of music"' The pe:rson holding the position is 
~espons1ble for all of the musical activities 1n the church. 
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It is a very 1mportant and exacting post. His duties consist 
n:ot only in improving and extending the musical activities or 
the church but also in stPengthening the ~el1g1ous life or 
those taking part, 'to the musical activity which formerly 
eompris~d the ent1~e scope of cho1~ membership, a~e now added 
social and religious activities Oft the theor1 that interest tn 
the general work or the ob~cb makes ~he expression of the 
music produced more s1noers and significant. Rehearsals are 
sometimes scheduled at supper•tlme 1n the church and a meal 
is provided by some other group 1n the church such as the men's 
club or the women's auxil1a~yo The rehearsal can be completed 
in time to leave the evening tree for some other engagements 
Th0 minister of music 1n several of the larger churches is 
expected and prepared to give individual vocal lessons to 
members of" his choil'. Oattefui attention is given the high 
school voice by these church musicians• Bnoou~agement is 
given by music teacher's !n the h1eb schools to all students 
to avail themselves of avery opportunity for participation 
in outside-of•aohool music activities. providing they a~e 
comparable 1n standard to that of the school. 
Worcester Li0bt Pae:ra Comptml~·· The Worceatett Light 
Opera Company bas been in existence long enough to have 
performed Q la~ge number of the more fam1l1er operettas plus 
all the Gilbert and Sullivan works. In 1937 this organization. 
was started for the purpose of discovering and developing 
dramatic talent. Since its founding two productions a year 
have been given. Classes in stage make•upp costume design, 
diction, theatrical history, stage action, dancing, and othett 
subjects are given free of charge~ The organiz~tion is truly 
civic in that all who take part~ from conductors to teachers 
to actors, do so on a purely voluntary basis. Scholarships 
of $100 have been granted to worthy young artists who elect 
to study further 1n institutions of higher le~ing. At the 
present, there are 140 activemembers. Among the operettas 
that have been pertor.med aside from all of Gilbert and 
Sullivan are the following: 
Gay Beggar's Opera 
Red Mill 
Mademoiselle Modiste 
Sweetheaz-ts 
!he Fortune Teller 
The Waltz Dream 
The Ohoeolate Soldier 
The Merey Widow 
Robin Hood 
Fixaef'ly 
Bohemian Girl 
Peter Dykema has the following to say concerning !I . 
participation 1n operettas: 
"ir:.~. spite of 1 ts musical limi ts.tions 1 the operetta. has 
certain social values and integrating effects that make it 
an important type of enterprise .. " 
Petor w. Dykema and. Xaxwl w. Gehrkens., The Teachin& &nd 
Administration 2! BjSP School Music, ~. B1roha~d~mpany6 
Boston9 !940p p .• 33 • · 
Oho~al groups .. •• Among the several choral groups in the 
city to which membership is op~ to high school students are 
the following: 
Chaminade Singers 
Jenny Lind Singers 
Luvaas Male Singers 
Mendlesohnn Singers 
State Mutual Chorus 
Worcester Boys' ClUb 
Worcester Girls' Club 
Worcester Festival Chorus 
Worcester Light Opera 
Company 
Worcester Oratorio Society 
Worcester Y.w.c.A. 
Oarl Jessen comments on leisure-t~e pursuits as follows: 
nFine arts are justified to considerable extent 
on the aesthetic, emotional, and ethical grounds, and 
they presumably contribute in a marked way to education 
for leisure-time pursuits .• To what extent these 
objectives £We attained tlwough school wo:t'k in the 
fine arts. both required and elective~ is a subject 
for investigation for the research worlter. •• 
' ' 
Orchestral groups.-- There are three orchestras in the 
city which welcome young players~ The Worcester Youth 
Orchestra, ~ae Worcester Little Symphony, and the Wprceater 
Symphony Orchestra. 
The Worcester Youth Orchestra was organized in 1947 for 
the purpose of pzooviding opportunity for the more skilled 
young musician in the schools and colleges to play serious 
symphonic music. The Worcester Bar Association sponsors this 
group. Young musicians from the ages or 15 to 22 years are 
eligible for membership. Try-outs are held periodi~ally 
fuCarl JessenJ Needed Research 1n Secondary Education,. 
ulletin 1937~ numoer §a,·u. s.-rrepartment or tne Interior, 
Office o1~ Education,, 19381 p. 63. 
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throughout th$ 7ear •. Mro Harry Levenson, a very able.looal 
mus1oian, he.s led the orchestra since its inception. His 
eel"vioes ha"J'e been enti~ely voluntary and the city or 
Worcester is :f"ortunate to ha.Ve 1nen or his calibre interested 
in 1 ta youth. Hehea:t=sals al"'e held once a week during the 
winter months. The WJ'nlan Gordon Company in the interest of' 
music for youth and Worcester has furnished ~ebearsal space 
for theRe young mus1o1ans. The orchestra has given many 
outstanding concerts. and through the proceeds rrom ticket 
sales 1t has been entirely self-supporting~ In fact, up to 
the present the Youth O;rcheatra has given over $1800 in 
scholarship money to its memhe~s tor advanced study. This 1s 
another example or a truly civie organization interested tn 
advancing youth and culture. 
A sanple program consists of tha £ollowinG: 
Pomp and Ci~cumstance 
The Last Spring 
Hungarian Rhapsody No a 6 
Marche Mil1ta1re 
Oedipus in Oolon1s 
Soirees Musicales 
Empero:- Waltzes 
Elgar 
Gt-ieg 
L1szt 
Sehuhert 
sacch1n1 
Ross1ni•Br1tton 
Strauss 
By baine exposed through playing and hear1nr, music Guob 
I 
as the above program, youne people are ref1n1ne their souls. 
. . l/ The following quotation 1s pettt1nent: 
]7Departmant or Superintendence Ottio1al Report. 1927-
"Music m~es its greatest contribution to a life 
of rich significance not through training the intellect 
but· through refining the soul of man~ And to flefine 
the soul, it must come frequently under the lovely 
spell of music. Music is not so much a.thing to be 
explained and talked about~ but a thing to be exposed 
to~" 
The Worcester Little Symphony is best outlined by 
Raymond Morin, music critic of the "Wo:rcester Telegram" when 
'}./ 
he says: 
urn January 1948, a. gl'Oup of 20 professional 
musicians from Worcester and surrounding towns began 
to meet regularly with Mr. Levenson for the purpose 
of peztfeoting their skill in performing scores within 
their instrumentation. November 13 of that year, the 
Little Symphony made its professi.onal debut at 
Atlantic Union College in South Lancaster before an 
audience of 750. This November e, it will make its 
fifth consecutive appearance at that institution. 
At that time it was announced by ~ "Telegram" 
w:riter: 
•we understand that the Little Symphony !e to 
make its Worcester debut 1n Januar-y (l949)~t This 
should be good news to· those who have felt the need 
hereabouts for more p:roductive effort in the field 
ot ensemble playing..Ql' 
· The o:rchestrats Worcester debut was January 28, 
1949~ sponsored by Worcester- Inte:r>-Rs.cial Council 
and financed from the share of" the national recording 
and tranaoription fund appor-tioned to Worcester Local 
143 by the Amexa!can Federation of Musicians., 
Since then the orchestra has been heard 
extensively in this area, 45 ooncel"ts to be exact. It 
has performed under the auspices of the Natural 
Bistor.1 Museum, Clark University~ Worcester A~t 
Museum, Worcester District Medical and Dental 
~aymond Morin, Feature Parade,"Woreester Sunday Telegram"• 
ivic Music Featurin~ Little S~phon:y Orchestra Settinf . 
Precedent ~ ~., WOrcester, ~isachusetts, Apr1i201 952, p.3 
Societies • W)'DlQn Cku.,don Company 1 Temple Emanuel Sistel'hood, Our Lad,- or Providence Gu1ld 1 and otherso 
Membership has been inc~eased to 32 musicians, 
ee ot them professional musicians, and 10 others who 
are members ot the WotJcestev Youth Orobeatt-ae-0 
The Worcester' SJmphony Orchestra has for a number ot 
years been dormant. The name has existed but the organ1zat1on 
itself has not perfo~ed. This orchestra appeared tn public 
performance at the Worcester Auditorium 1n 1959. This eighty-
piece orchestra was led by Francis Findlay• a well-known 
Boston musician. The personnel does not eaolude outstanding 
young musicians., The soloist fov the :recent concettt was 
Jesus Ma~1a San Roma. The orchestra will give two concerts 
during the 1952•1953 season. 
?rsa.ni}i~a.ti9~s ~eqnsoFins concerts.-- Among the 
oFgan1zat1ons in the city responsible for b:r:lng!ng good mue1e 
to the city 1s the Worcester Civic Music Association. This 
concert se~ies has one of the largest memberships in the 
eountP,y. For p~aot1oally two decades it has maintained a full 
membership· of 3300. M~bers have ~njoyed seven concerts per 
season and the caliber of talent appearing has been the besto 
All the major symphony orchestras have appeared at one ttme 
or another. 
The Worcester O~atoFio Society sponsors each year. during 
the Olwistmas season, a performance of' Hendel's "Messiah". 
This is a tradition of many years standing. 
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The Worcester Music Festival which bas been previously 
referred to is, of oout*se, a week of outstanding concerts. 
The Worcester Fine Al"ts Series is sponsored by Clark 
University. The series includes leotures and music. 
'!'he Worcester Art Museum opens its doors to the public 
on Sunday afternoons when free concerts are given. 
Six or seven young artists' recitals have been given for 
the past several years at Horticultural Hall. These young 
artists are chosen from Worcester and Worcester County through 
t~·outs. They are sponsored by seven organisations interested 
in advancing the music progvam of the cityo 
The attendance at concerts such as these described above 
is evidence that Worcester is a musical city. Harry Wilson bas y 
the following to say concerning concert attendance: 
ttit seems that nearly e'Jfery human being likes 
music to some degree~ The chief difference between 
people lies in the kind of music they like. 'There'·s 
Music in the Ai~' is more than the title of a. song 
today. That this music is having a decided effect 
upon people is found in the increase of concert 
attendance even during periods of economic difficulties.-
One of the missions or the music educator is to serve 
as a guide to this ever growing mass of musical 
consumers .. " · 
There are several bands in the city. The most popular 
one as far as high school boys and girls ar3 concerned is 
the Red Shield Band. This group consists of young people 
foHa.rry R. Wiison; Music Bl the HifSh School, SilveF Burdett 
ompany, Now York., !9~16 p. '2'=m. 
and is oonduoted by a fine local musician, Mr. Emest Riopel." 
Otbez- bands in which high school musicians are eligible 
ave the following: 
The Worcester Brass Band 
The Worcester Brigade Band 
The Worcester Letter Oarriel"s·t Band 
and the drum cox-ps are: 
The Continentals 
The Scotch Bagpipers· 
The Polish American CoX*pe 
6. Procurement of Data 
Obtaining permission .B2, question ~1:. £!. the high school 
students.-- It was necessary to obtain permission of Mr. 
~homas F. Power, Superintendent of Schools in Worcester, 
Massachusetts before the inquiry-to~ could be administered 
to the entire high school population. 
'· 
Oonstructins ~ instrument.•• As the inquiry-form 
was to be answered by all high school students, it was 
designed to determine what part music played in their lives-
both in and out of school. 
"Within a generation, there have been invented devices 
that are spreading music to an extent and in ways 
undreamed of less than half a hund~ed years ago. Music 
pours from the air waves, day and night, indoors and 
outM on land or sea~ it is ours without the asking. 
For the ask1ng1 also 1 are reproducing instruments, 
stead1l7 improving in fa1tb£ulness of reproduction~ 
The phonograph record or today bears little resem-
blance aurally to that of a short ten years ago. Today 
the sound•f1lm traverses the globe end television is just over the horizon. Music actually pe~eates the 
world we live in. One no longer has to go out to get 
it. no~ to gut oneself through long years of training 
.·to have 1t.' l/ 
The 1nqu1ry•form aims to determine: 
1. Participation 1n school musical aot1v1t1es 
a. Pavt!cipat1on 1n community musical aot1b1ties 
3. The type of music eacb student likes 
4. The probable participation 1n school musical 
, activities 1t the rehearsals were held during 
the school day 
5. The numbe:r ot students who work after school 
a. The nUJ.Dber of students who plan to malce a 
caiteal"' of music 
7. The frequency with which high school students 
attend concerts or a serious nature 
R~f1nins ~ ingui~-~--- The original inquiry-form 
was Dewr1tten and revised several t1m&s before the final 
draft was made. Invaluable constructive criticism was 
offered by the author's advisor and two authorities at 
Boston University. A sampling w~s taken at South High School 
with 30 students. Errors and omissions were found and 
corrections made. 
11L1lla Belle Pitts, The Music Curriculum in a Changing World, 
!rilver Burdett Compan~ewYork, i9i4. p.-ro; 
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Admin1ster1ns the 1ngu1rl•fo~.-- On February 25, 1952 
the ~evlsed inquiry ro~ was given to every student in the 
four public high e choQls. This was done through the 
cooperation of the fo~.pr1nc1pals who !n turn had the help 
of all home room teachers. of which there are 159~ 
Orsan1sati?~ 2! data.•• All data was tabUlated on 
master sheets with the help of man7 high school students. 
One 45•minute period was taken fPom each of the four high 
schools during a rehearsal# and one from the junior high 
school. 
'1. fitea tment of Data 
From the data on the final master sheet tnrormat1on 
\ was gatheredo Tables were made and percentages were r!guredQ 
These tables s~owed. the numbe~ ?f students now taking part 
in the high school nmsical organizations as well·as those 
who would ta!ce part p~oviding :reheQ13sals were held du:ring the 
aehool day. Comp~isons ware made, using these tables as a 
basis. Irll'or=nation aonoaJ?u:tng the musical experiences of high 
school students outside or school was gathered and ~rom the 
indications of these fig~es implications we~e drawn. 
~able lo Numbe~ of Students Who Now Take Part in Some Form of 
· ·Musical Activity in Worcester High Schools 
Individual Classical Ccmmoroe North South 
Num- De:r Num- Per Num- Per Uum- Per 
Students ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
(J.) (2) (3) (4J \ 5) (6) (7) {f:J) (9) 
'Who take 
part .. ..,o•• 177 21 229 13 135 11 159 20 
Vjho do not 
t-~ke part 661 79 1541 97 6'11 89 652 80 
Total ••• 838 100 1770 100 806 100 811 100 
Table 2. High School Music Organisations in Which Students Take 
Pa:rt in Worcestex-
QI'_gani za tion Plassical Commerce No:rth South (l) (2J (3J (4) _{5) 
Orchestra ••• 24 25 15 8 
Band ......... o •• 29 2'7 28 46 
rilee Club .... 137 119 106 122 
*fixed Chorus 40 35 45 45 
Pther .... o ...... 20 30 4 1 
Total •• -•• 250 234 ·. 198 222 
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7. T~aatment of Data 
Indications of Table 1.~- Table l shows the number of 
.--;;;;;;;;..;;;;.;;;..;;;..;=--..- -
students who are now taking part in school musical o~gan• 
1zat1ons. The per centage of the school population which 
participates in musical activities varies from ll per cent 
at North High School to 21 per cent at Classical High School. 
Indications of Table s.-a Table 2 indicates the ~~----~--- -
organizations in which the students participate. Glee Clubs 
~ank highest in per cent of participants of any mus.ical 
organization. From 6 to 16 per cent of the total school 
population are represented in glee clubs. Mixed choruses are 
second in percentage. followed by instrumental groups. Of 
the instrumental groups, bands are larger than orchestras. 
It may be that the same student participates in more 
than one organiaation, and in that case the actual number 
of participating individuals is lower than the aggregate 
total. 
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Table 3 .. Number of Students Who Would Take Part in School 
Musical Organizations it They Were Beld during 
the School Day 
Individual Classical Commerce North South 
Num- Per Num- P~r Num- Per N'um- Per 
Students bar cent ber cent ber cent bar cent 
(l.) {2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7J 
_l8l l9J_ 
Who would 
take paro:t •• 339 40 807 46 240 30 284 35 
mho would 
not take 
part ........... 499 60 963 54 566 70 527 65 
Total •• o 838 100 1770 100 BOG 100 811 100 
Table 4. High School Music Organizations in Which Students 
Would Take Part if Rehearsals Were Held during 
the School Day 
Organization lassioal Commerce No:rth South 
(ll (2} (3) (4) (5J 
Ol'lchestra.~. 46 59 39 21 
Band •••••••• 56 58 57 55 
Glee Club ••• 175 258 110 145 
Mixed ChOI'USo 108 177 98 58 
Othel'l • .; ...... 19 33 19 15 
Total •••• 404 585 323 294 
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Indications of table 3D-- It is immediately obvious from 
. - -
table 3 that whereas now seven hundred students are actively 
taking part in some for.m of school music, if these groups 
rehearsed during the school day, over 16001 or more than 
twice as many~ ~ould avail themselves of the opportunity~ 
An increase of 21 per cent of the entire student body would 
be interested in some musical activity. 
Indications of table 4 ....... In table 4 as in table 2 it ----~----~ -- -
is evident that vocal groups would have a preponderance of 
members •. Int~rest in bands is slightly more emphasized than 
interest in orchestras. Perhaps the period of training 
necessary f'or facility in stringed instruments is the .. reason 
for this edge. 
From the figures of tables 3 and 4 it would seem that a 
great percentage of interested potential performers is not 
being reached. While the apparent reason is that the rehearsal 
is not being held during school hours. the following table 
(number 5) may indicate a strong contributing factor in 
this premise. 
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Table 5. Number of Students Who Work after School Hours 
Individual Classical Commerce North South 
rrum.- Par Uum- Per Num- Per Uum- Per 
Students ber cent be:r cent bor cent ber cent 
(l.) 121 (3) _(4} (5J (6) (71 (SJ (9) 
t~Jbo worko o • 339 40 924 5So2 330 41 352 43.4 
\'Jho do not 
work"••o•"• 469 56 816 46.7 459 56.,9 406 so .. 
VJho did 
not answer. 30 4 30 el 17 2 .. 1 53 GoG 
Totalo•• 838 100 1770 100 80S 100 8ll 100 
Table 6e Total Number of Students Who Work after School 
Houra 
Individual Students ll'l.ltlber Por Cent 
(lJ (2} (3J 
YJho work ....... -•• "-.-.,. 1945 46 
' 
V~o do not work •••• 2150 51 
\I'Jho did not answer. 130 3 
'ro tal ......... •" 1!> • .,·. 4225 100 
Indications 2£. table .,§ ....... Forty-six per cent of \forcester 
high school students work after school hours. It would seem 
that from th1s very high per centage a very significant 
conclusion could be drawn; namely. that because of the 
necessity to contribute to the femily income or because of 
encouragement by the parents the child 1s occupied outside 
/ 
of school. This fact poses the following question to the 
music educator- Do these young people .find e. musical interest 
1n the community? Do t~ey sing in church choirs or play 1n 
civic instrumental groups? Are they members or choral societies 
~1ese org~~izat1one, or course, hold their rehearsals in the 
eveninG, after working hoursw 
The greatest percentsse of students who work after 
school hours is in Commerce High School, a school which does 
very little college preparatory work. Here 53.2 per cent or 
the students have after-school jobs. The smallest per centaga 
of' after-school 'WOrkers (40 per cent) is at Classical lf1gh 
School, which is the first 1n ratio or students who continue 
their education after high school. 
Certainly the factor or after-school jobs is one to be 
seriously considered in a comprehensive music curriculum. 
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Table 7. Number of High ';School Students Who Plan to Make Music 
Their Career 
Individual Classical Commerce Borth South 
Num• Pett Num .... Per- Num- Per Num- PeP 
Students ber oent ber cent ber · cent her cent 
~ll : (2J [~[: {4I Isl l61 !2~ Ial l9~ ::: 
Who do plan 
to make music 
their career 40 5 73 4 36 4 31 4 
Who do not 
plan to make 
music theil' 
career.oqe•ca 798 95 1697 96 770 96 760 96 
Total9••• a~e 100 1770 100 806 100 811 100 
Indications or table 7.•- Table 7 shows the number or 
- -
high school students who plan to make music their career. 
These figures seem very high. When one considers, however, 
that the singing of popular music accompanied by a dance band 
is a profession, possibly these figures are a fair estimate. 
It would seem very doubtful that this number aspire to become 
artists on the concert stageG It d~es, however, indicate an 
interest in the possibility of music as a career. ~e highest 
per centage occurs in Classical High School which also has the 
highest per oentage of pupils now taking part in musical 
activities. 
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Table Be· Number of Parents Who Al'e Musical 
Number of Parents lassica.l Comme:roe Nox-th South 
(l) _{2J (3) ( 4} ( 5} 
Father 
is musical 162 211 121 94 
is not musical 632 1397 713 693 
Mother 
is musical 202 225 175 124 
is not musical 562 1398 644 577 
Table 9. Instrumental or Vocal Abilities of Parents Who Are 
Musical 
Ability of Parent lla.ssical Commerce North 
(1) j~ {3J (4) 
Instrumental 
Vocal 
213 
124 
240 
161 
199 
90 
South 
j5} 
112 
55 
Indications of tables 8 and g ..... For the benefit of' the 
student the term "musical" might have been de.fined in this 
item. He might have felt that because the parent did not now 
sing or play an instrument he was not musical. It is inter• 
eating and informative to note. however. that more mothers 
. 
are musical than fathers and that almost twice as many are 
instvumental than vocalQ It is natural to expect tb1lt the 
student will receive more understanding encouragement tn 
the home 1f one or both parents are musical. 
I 
Table 10. Type of Music Listened to outside of School 
Type or 
Music Classical Commerce North South (iij) ~2) 
Num ... Per 
. ,~, 
Num- ere ~4t Num- -e:r ~ ~5l ;.um~ Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Hill•Billy 140 17 552 31 194 24 165 20 
Popular 768 92 1628 92 '750 93 628 '77 
Classical 439 52 605 34 350 43 301 37 
Indications 2! table !2o•• Table 10 shows the type of 
music which our bigb school students listen to outside of 
eohool. Popular music is by far the most w1del7 heflrd, w1 tb 
Olass!oal and Bill Billy following in that o~eru In some 
oases the student checked all three types. In many cases 
Popular and Classical were checked. It is interesting to 
note that Classical High School had the largest percentage 
of students who listened to Olass1oal music and the smallest 
per centage who listened to Hill Billy. The largest per 
oentage of students each year from this school attend higher 
institutions or lea~ningo It would seem that home env1~onment 
is reflected tn these figureso 
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Table lla Number of Students Who Attend Conca»ts such as Civic 
Music, Worcester Festival, Find Arts. Worcester Art 
Museum 
Students Classical 
' 
Commerce North South 
who attend '1um- Per Num- Per l~um-. Per ' Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
::: (l) (2) : l3f: : ,4,. : (5[ <s>: [7) (a} (9) ·:: 
Frequently 70 8 80 5 sa 6 45 6 
Occasionally 504 so 798 45 384 48 369 45 
}lever 229 S7 859 48 319 40 379 47 
No answer 30 5 40 2 51 6 19 g 
Indications g! table ~··· The 01ty ot Worcester offers 
the people much 1n the way of fine music. The Worcester 
Musio Festival. the Worcester Ovatorio Society. the Oivio 
Music Series, tbe Pine Arts Concerts, the Art Muaeum Concerts. 
perfo~snces by the Worcester Symphony and the Little Symphony 
are a few. Worcester high sohool students were asked 1f they 
attended any of these concerts, trequently, occasionally, or 
never. It is to be reg~etted that, while more students attend 
occasionally than never, the percentage who never attend is 
so high~ The reason for this high figure may be attributed to 
lack of knowledge of the concerts~ laok of desire to hear the 
best music available, or lack of funds. This question was 
answered by all but 140 studentso Free tickets ave available 
. _~;-· 
tor various oonoerts to high sChool studentso They are donated 
by philant~ropio individuals and club~ and are distributed 
through the musi-c. department ot the schools" 
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Table 12. Number of Students Who Take Part &n Musical 
Actiyities in the Community 
Students Classical Commerce North South 
Num• .Per Num- Per Num- Per Num• Por 
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent (1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (§) {1) (8) (9) 
Who do 
take part.,.!' 148 18 307 17 179 22 126 16 
Who do not 
take part .... 672 80 1392 78 617 76 640 79 
Who did not 
answer"•"•'• 18 2 73: 5 10 2 45 5 
Total ..... o 838 100 1770 100 806 100 811 100 
Table 13. Type of Musical Organization 1n Community to Which 
Students Belong 
Type or Classical Cormnerce North South 
Organi- 'Num- Per Num ... Fer I~um- Per Num .. Perl/ 
zation ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent 
~~u~!fl (2l (3, { 4) (5) (~) (7) np (91 
Choirs 91 ll 191 ll 113 14 74 9 
Bands 9 1 15 .. a 6 " 10 1 • l . 
Orchestras 19 g 14 .7 13 2 "'· ... 9 1 
Choruses 29 3 40 2 43 5 13 s 
~ugle Corps 1 .l 4 .2 3 .4 3 .3 
Other 32 3 31 1,7 25 3 ll l 
y Per cents are based on total school population. 
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Ind1 cs. tiona of table 12 it •• 1'able 12 shows the number~ 
or students who take part 1n some for.m of music experience 
' outside or school hours. It is interesting to note that 
whereas 700 young people are actively engaged 1n musical 
organi.zations in school, 904 are lfi1nd1ng a means of musical 
expression outside of school9 There is an overall difference 
of only 6 per cent in the total per cent or participation 
in outside musical activities represented by the four high 
schools. North High School shows 22 per cent ot 1ts students 
engaged in outside music. and South High School. 16. 
Classical end Commerce High Schools tall 1n between with 
18 and 17 per cent respectively. 
Indications of table 13.-- S~lar to the interests 
of students in tn•school musical activities, are the 
tend.·)no1es in out-of-school musicu Chozruses end churoh 
cho1Fs lead bands, orchestFas, and bugle corps by a wide 
Table 14~ Number of Boys and Girls in Musical Organizations 
in Worcester High Schools 
Number Olasslcal Conll-nerce North South 
of' Juru"" Per lium• Por i~·um· Par HULl ... Pel~ 
Boys and ~er CC11t bor cent ber cent ber cent 
Girls 
(1) 21 (c) (4) ( 5) (6) ( .. !) (8) (9) 
Boys •.••••••• 56 82 45 20 46 34· 42 26 
Girls .......... .. 21 6B 184 so 99 66 117 74 
Total • .,. 1 J.77 100 229 100 135 100 159 100 
Table 15. Total of Boys 
Organizations 
and Girls in ~jgh School Musical 
Total Students in Uumber Pel .. cent 
High Schools 
(l) (2J (3J 
Boys ••••• e••••• 189 27 ' ! 
Girls ........... 512 73 
Total ••••••• 700 100 
!!!,gications 2!. table 14" ...... ~able 14 indicates the per 
centage of girls and boys now taking part in the high school 
musical organizations. The fact that in every school the girls 
outnumber the boys by at least two to one is due to the very 
large girls• glee clubs. In the High School of Commerce the 
per centaee is four to one~ This school is a commercial school 
and more than half of the student body works after school. 
The glee .club, however,_ rehearses during the school day. In 
this school there is a director of choral music who is trained 
particularly for that work. This teacher confines her work to 
vodal music and does nothing with instrumental music. The 
reason that the instrumental work at tl:is school is so thin 
is not due to the instruction offered but rather to the fact 
that 924 students work after school hours. The instrumental 
groups 1 .. ehearse after school"' 
A previous study made several years ago indicated that 
60 High School of Comme~ce students played orchestral 
instruments but because of outside obligations could not afford 
the time to rehearse. The outcome was that the school had an 
o~chestra of but 15 players. This school with a population 
of 1770 presents a. problem of great ~oneern. 
In this school there are six periods of 45 minutes each. 
Eve~ student is expected to carry five subjects. This leaves 
one free period. Therefore, if it were possible to find a 
sound proof rehearsal room, it would be difficult scheduling 
the instrument players in such a way that they would all 
have the same free periodo 
In Classical. North, end South High Schools tho pupils 
are expected to carry four subjects. ~hese schools are on a 
six-period day which leaves two free periods~ The scheduling 
of the students in these schools would be considerably easier~ 
Table 16. Number of Students Vfho Participate 1n School Musical 
Organizations Compared with Number Who ~ould 1f 
Rehearsals Were Held Dul"'ing School HoUl"s 
Number of Classical Comraerce Not•th South 
'ltum ... Pel .. ~um- Pal:' Itum ... Per hum- Per 
Students her cent be.r cent ber cent ba1~ cent 
(l} (2) .t3J (4) {5} (6) (7) (8} {9) 
VJbo do 
part:tcipe.to 177 21 229 l3 135 ll 159 20 
v~no would 
participate 339 40 007 46 240 30 284 35 
Total (t •• ., 516 61 1036 59 375 41 443 55 
Table 17. Increase in Numbers and Per centages or Students I 
Who Would Participate 1f Rehearsals Were Held 
during School Hours 
Increase Classical Commerce north South 
!lULl• ·Fer Num- Per uum- l"er l'lum• For 
bar cent bel"~ cent ber cent bev cent 
(J.J · _Hal (3) (4J (5} {6) (7) (81 (9) 
162 .19 578 33 lOS 19 1ns 15 
.. 
57 
58 
Table 18~ Increase of Numbers in Musical Organizations in Which 
Students Would Play if Rehearsals Were Bald during 
School HolU's 
Participants Classical Co:mmeree North South 
in •Num- Total Bum·· Total .Num-· 'l'o tal Num- 'l'otal 
Organize. tiona bar bar ber bar 
ll.J t2J l3J {4J U.'l 161 _\7J lBJ l9J 
Omcbestre. 
Now play ..... 24 23 15 8 
Vlould play 46 59 39 21 
.. 
Total.,.. .•.•. . 70 82 54 29 
Band 
Now play ••. 29 27 28 46 
Would play 56 58 57 55 
Tote. 
Total•·•·•·• 85 85 85 101 
. 
Glee Club 
Now pla! •. .,. 137 119 106 122 
Would p e:y 175 258 110 145 
Total •• •·•· 312 377 216 267 
Mixed Chorus 
Now sing.tt· 40 35 45 45 
Would sing 108 177 , 98 58 
Total •.•.• , 149 212 143 103 
Other 
Now play .... 20 30 4 1 
Would play 19 33 19 15 ' 
Total ••••. ·39 63 23 16 
! 
Grand Total 654 819 521 516 
I 
. 
I 
I .. 
Table l9o Total Possible Member ship in High School Musical 
O:rgan1zations if Rehearsals Were Held During 
School Hgurs 
Organ• 
!zation Class :teal Comme:rce Nol'th South i'otal 
{J.J uu (31 {4} l5J HH 
Orchestra 70 92 54 29 235 
~ana • .-.- •• 05 65 05 101 356 
Glee Club 312 377 e1e 267 1172 
fJixod 
ChoFUSO> 149 212 143 103 606 
Othe:r. $t., • 39 03 23 16 141 
Total•• 654 819 591 516 2510 
Indications 2! table 19o•• In table 19 the figures 
show the maxim'Ul'l'l interest expressed in participation in 
high school musical organizations. 
If' it were possible to schedule all musical activities 
during tho s.chool day,. there would be a potential ci ty-w1de 
orchestra of 235 players, a band of 356 plsye~s. and a glee 
club of 1173"". This stWVey shows the V.'orces ter public school 
population in the high school to be 4225. If all students 
took part in musical activities who would like to. there 
would be 2510 or 59 per cent of the total school population 
Table 20., Numbe:r and Time or Rehearsals or Orgenisa t1ons to 
Which High School Students Belong Outside or School 
Humhe:r 
of 
Hohearsals Classical Comme:rca Nol'th South Total 
(l) UH l3J (4) t5J ~(6J 
Held 1n 
af'tel"lloon • 22 65 30 
,_ 
.,.:') 130 
Held in 
evening c1 • ., 126. 252 141 lll 630 
Ilo answer. 18 71 10 45 l44 
Total •• 166 378 189 171 904 
Table 21. Number of Students Who Belong to outside or School 
Musical Organi2ations That Give Public Performances 
Individual 
Students South Total 
flJ . (1), • ( 5? : (6J :: 
\"iho do 
appear in 
123 251 147 llB 639 publiCvoo~~o 
Who do not 
appear 1n 
public •••• 25 56 32 8 121 
No answarc. 18 71 10 45 144 
Total. • e 166 378 189 171 904 
Indications ·2£ table gQ.-- It is indicated on table 20 
the time that rehearsals are held for outside musical acti• 
vitiea. Six hundred young people attend rehearsals in the 
evening. whereas only 130 have afternoon meetings. 
Indications of table 21.-* It is difficult to believe 
that 121 young people take part in some musical group without 
benefit of a public performance. The figures reveal in table 
21 thAt this is so. It may be that some students felt that 
because a church choir sang only in church that it was 
not a public concert or appearance. 
Table 22411 Music Offered at Classical High School 
..........,._ __ 
Meetings Length of During After Points 
Subject per Period in School Sohool per 
Week Minutes Year 
ll} l2J _13} .t4J_ _l5J l6J 
He.rmo11y ...... , .. 5 45 X 2 
Funclam.enta.ls 
of Music,., .. 5 45 X 2 
Girls' Glee• l 45 X .+-
'1 
Boys' Glee.,·,. l 45 X 1~ 
"1. 
Mixed Chorus l 45 X .:!... t'; 
Choralettes .. l 45 X ,,. ~ 
Band ....... ". l 90 X i 
Orchestra .... l 90 X ! 
'l'able 23. Music Of'fered at Commerce High School 
Illeetings Length o.f During After Points 
Subjec"t; per Period in School School per 
Week ranutes Year 
Harmony ...... 5 45 X 2 
Fundamentals 
of Music ... .- 5 45 X 2 
Vocal 
Training .... 3 45 X l l/5 
Girls' Glee., l 45 X -1. .., 
Boys' Glee ... l 45 X ],_ -~ 
Mixed Chorus l 45 X .*.. .-:~: 
Band ........ a 1 90 X ),, .. 
'"' 
Orchestra ..... l 90 X 
·11 
S3 
Table 24. Music Offered at North High School 
Meetings Length of During After Points 
Subject per Period in School S~hool ·per 
Week Minutes Year 
\1) (2} (3} {4} (51 (6J 
Harmony • ., .. .,· •. 5 45 X 2 
Fundamentals 
of Music.,:.··· 5 45 X 2 
Gil"ls t Glee ••• 1 45 X l. '& 
Boys' Glee•'•' 1 45 X ! 
r~'lixed Chorus 1 45 X '· ::-s 
Ens amble.,· •• -•. l 45 , X .::. (h 
Band.-.,. ··•••· 1 . 90 X )..~ 2 
Orchestra • ., .. l 90 X J.. 2 
Table 25_. Music Offered at South High School 
Subject Meetings Length of During After ;;. :·':\'Q'-pts per Period in School School per 
VIAA'k JJiinut:AA Year (l) {2) (3} {4} .-{ 5J l6J 
HaFmony ••• .,. 
Fundamentals 
5 45 X 2 
or r~uaic •••. 5 45 X 2 
Girls' Gleeo 1 45 X .!. 4 
Boys' Glee •• l 45 X 2::. .:;, 
Seniol:' Choir 1 45 X i 
Ensemble,. ...... l 45 X 
* Band ... "'.-wf(•• 1 90 X .1. a 
Orchestra • ., .. l 90 X ..t. a 
Indications of tables 22. 23, 24, and 25.-- Tables 22, 
...... .....,._ - --. -- ___. 
23, 24 1 and 25 1nd1oate the music courses and organizations 
which are available to high school students. All periods 
are 45 minutes in length. In the case of Band and Orchestra 
the periods run concurrently after school hours from 1:30 
to. 3:00 P.M. All high schools offer Harmony and Fundamentals 
of Music. Ha~ny is the technical study of music composition. 
In Fundamentals of Music pupils are taught how to listen 
to music intelligently. Through the study of rhythm they 
learn how to recognize such pieces as a waltz, a march, a 
minuet, a tango, a bolero, a mazurka, a polonaise, a polka. 
and others. Through the study of national music traits, they 
lear.n to recognize the music of Spain, Russia, Hungary, Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, and others. 
Each instrument of the s~phony orchestra is S'tudied. 
Where possible, the actual instruments are examined and played 
in the classroom. Pictures are shown, information looked up, 
and amplo illustrations or music featuring each inst~ument 
heard. The principal aim is to teach the pupils to ~ecognize 
the instrument easily by sound, Throughout the wo~k much 
!listening pl~actioe is given, wi.th drills testing progress. 
A notebook is made in which a.re kept class notes and 
information looked up outside of school. Homework includes 
biographies of composers and definitions of common musical 
terms. Pupils are encouraged to find appropriate illustrations6 
such as pictures of compose~e, of instruments, of famous 
musical personalities. 
The pupil is taught to distinguish between majoF and 
minor keys through a study of melody, and the scales on which 
it is based. Pupils lear.n to recognize sequential patterns 
and other factors of melody th~ough listening drills. They 
learn to distinguish between diatonic and chromatic harmony. 
They are taught to recognize resolved and unresolved dis-
sonance, and to locate the places whe~e modulation occurs. 
Ample drills are given on all points baken up. 
A general .study of' opera familiarizes the pupils with 
outstanding arias from the standard opera repertory, and with 
variousvocal types, such as soprano, contralto, tenor,. baritone 
and bass. Inte.resting note~ook work is done, which includes 
pictures of famous singers, and opera scenes. 
A study of musical form is made beginning with the canon 
and fugue and continuing with one-part, two-part, thxaee-part, 
rondo, and sonata•allegro ro~s. Through repeated practice 
and drills pupils develop listening skill in all aspects of 
the work. To give the student ~ greater love for music, 
through knowledge, is the a~m of this course. 
All four high schools offer Girls' Glee Club 11 Boys' Glee 
Club, and Mixed Chorus. ~here is a slig~t variance 1n the 
curricula of the four high schools. Each high school music 
teacher is free to decide whi.ch group or groups should receive 
special attention. 
ln tRble 22i for example, at Classical High School there 
is an outstanding group of SO girls' voices~ Mr. Kaplan bas 
formed an organiaation which is called the Choralettes with 
these young people. They have broadcast over local radio 
stations, and have sung in public fol" civic groups9 They are 
invited to perfor.m often. both because of the calibre or 
their work and the small number in the group. 
Table 23 points out that a course 1n vocal training is 
offered. This is the only high sohool 1n which tb1s course 1s 
gi von. The teacher is Miss Linnea. Hokenson,. Being a graduate 
or the WestM1n1ster Choir School, she is well qualified for 
this work. Phases of vocal technique are considered and a 
considerable amount of individual and group singing is done~ 
In table 24 the course which is different !s Ensemble. 
Mr. Abruzzesse, the music teache~ at North High School, has 
developed an instrumental quintet consisting of flute, clarinet 
oboe, bassoon, and French horn. Small groups such as this have 
a high degzaee o!" eduoatlonal me:r?it and valueo The ensemble has 
appeared 1n public several t1mes9 
At South High School (table 25) Miss Lois Parker has been 
working particularly with a braes quazatet. She has had several 
tine brass players who needed more of a challenge than was 
found in either the orchestra or bando 
It will be seen by the above tables that credit is given 
fo~ all music subjects and organizations~ The amount of credit 
varies with time spent in rehearsals. It is the feeling of the 
school officials that because musical activities are, for most 
high school studants., recreative and non-vocational, and they 
require no individual preparation or home study, the credit 
emphasis should not be stressed. A student of the High School 
of Commerce might conceivably earn during his four years a 
total of eight credits through participation in musical 
organizations. 
In all :four hish schools harmony and fundamentals of 
music are subjects which havd the same academic standing with 
other high school subjects. It will be noticed that these 
classes meet ~very day. Homework is required and examinations 
are given. These courses are accepted for college entrance 
by higher institutions of learning. 
All colleges do not grant advanced credit for work done 
in the band# oraheat~a, or glee club at the high school level. 
They do, however1 inquire very specifically whether the 
prospective candidate has taken part in this form of extra-
c~ricular work. The student wl-.t.O has, is apparently given 
more favorable consideration than the one who has only a fine 
scholastic record. In this way colleges seem to be more and 
more conscious of the guidance of the s.ocial, moral, esthetic, 
and leisure-time needs of the childo 
No credit is given by the school administration for work 
done 1n private study outside the school. The ~esson fo~ this 
is that there is no standard of qual1f1cat1ons of acceptable 
p~ivate teaohe~s# There is also no fixed course ot study 
which would eltminate leeway wb1oh tbe private teachers now 
havee 
aq Results of Inquiry Form 
.... N .,.um ...:b ... e ... r ... 2!, retu:rns ..... - Returns from 4225 1nquiry ... forms 
a~e presented and discussed in the pages of this report. 
Results g£ ~ inguirx-~·-· Results of the inquiry-
form show the following: 
l~ The per centage of high school students now 
taking part 1n school musical organizations 
2. The per oentage of high school students who 
would take part in school musical organizations 
if all rehearsals could be held during the 
school day 
3. The per centaga of high school students who plan 
to make music their career 
4. The number of parents who are musical 
5. The percentage of students who listen to Hill-
Billy, popular, and classical music 
6. The per centage of students attending classical 
concerts 
7. The per centage of students taking part in 
musical organizations outside of school 
a. The per oentage of ~tudents working after 
s ohool hours 
9. Assumptions Made 
Since the entire public high school population of the 
city of Worcester has taken part in this survey, it would 
seem that conclusive proof of the reliability of the stucy,:. 
could be assumed. It would further seem that the results of 
this study may be true of other cities with a population of 
over eoo.ooo throughout the country«> 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
In summarizing the findings of this survey, the most · 
striking evidence Q~covered shows that whereas 17 per cent 
or 700 high school students now take part in musical 
activities in some form in school, if schedules could be 
ar.t•anged and rehearsals held during school hours, there would 
!I be 40 per cent or 1870 participants. A. D. Zanzig has said: 
"The admirable quality and skill of musical 
performance now being attained in some high schools 
is impressive enough in itself, but it becomes 
especially significant when we remember that the 
high school period of life is the most crucial one 
so far as music education is concerned." 
Rehearsals durin& school.-· At the present time all 
instrumental organizations rehearse after school hours with 
the exception of the South High School band. This is the first 
year this has been tried. The enrollment of the South High 
School Band is 46. The memberships of the other high school 
bands are: Classical- 29 6 Commerce• 27, and North• 28. If 
rehearsals aould be arranged during the school day the 
1nqu1ry .. form revealed that the enrollment for high school 
l7Augustus D. Zanzig, Music in American Life, Oxford 
Wniversity Press, New York, 1932, p. 250:---
bands would be as follows: 
School 
Classical 
Commerce 
North 
South 
Members 
56 
58 
57 
55 
This would seem to be rather conclusive proof that an 
interest does exist in participating. 
~ factor.•- The su~ey baa revealed that, including all 
clas~es- freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors, 1945 
students have regular jobs outside of school. This figure 
represents 46 per cent of the high school population in the 
city of Worcester. 
On the basis of this figure it would seem fair to presume 
that the job factor is an important reason for the poor 
attendance at after.noon rehearsals. 
Of the 760 who take part in some form of musical activity 
outside of school 630 or 83 per cent attend rehearsals held in 
the evening. 
Attendance !! concerts.-• The high school population is 
4225 students. Of this numbe~ 2055 indicated that they attended 
1 
concerts of a serious nature occasionally. Louise Kifer Myers, / 
I· an outstanding authority in the field of music education, says:1 
0 The great crowds at the concerts of tomorrow will 
!/Louise Kifer Myers, Teachinf Children Music ~ ~ Elementapy 
School, Prentice-Hall, lnc.. 950~ p. 4, 5o 
have those in their midst who gained a bit of 
association with one phase of musical activity and 
gained another bit from quite a different phase. 
The individual concert-goer may be said to be the 
result of the merging of previous musical experiences." 
Activity~ church musico•- Five. hundred and forty-one 
young people indicated that they sang in church choirs in the 
conlllluni ty. This is a very substantial figure and 1 t indicates· 
that young people are interested in the church and music. 
I 
A private study of the type of music sung by the various " 
church choirs in the city during the past year reveals t~ 
better music is being sung than ever before. This helps to . 
bring the school and church together, because of the co~~on 
interest in good music. Mr. Thomaa Whitney Surette was a 
great an!;sinoere believer in the best music for everyone. 
He says: 
"We must first of' all teach our children to love 
the best music, and then w~ must teach them to read it6 
not necessa~ily •at si~ht', but to read it well enough 
to satisfy all the demands likely to be made in that 
direction in after life." 
Vocal music.-- All people need music because it is a ~ree 
and beautiful expre$sion for those deeper impulses which are 
denied expression by words. 
Vocal music has always been considered the backbone of the 
music program in the schools. There would seem to be very 
i/t.r1homo.s Whitney Surette, Music and ~~ Houghton Mifflin 
~ompany, 1917, Boston, p. 90. 
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little evidence to ~efute this contention, as a result of 
this study. The figures shown on the various tables indicate 
clearly that vocal music~ by far, interests the largest number 
or people. The number or students who now take part, the 
number of students who would like to take part if rehearsals 
could be held during the school day, and the number of students 
taking part outside of school, are largest in the vocal music 
category. In all four of the high schools rehearsals of the 
choral groups are held during the school day but because of 
the six~period day it is very difficult, and in some cases 
impossible,. to schedule all of the young people who would like 
to belong to a glGe club. This is shown on tables 3 and 4. 
There is now a total of 484 singing in glee clubs in the 
schools. If scheduling could be arranged, 688 indicated they 
would join. This is an increase of over 200. 
According to table 13, 134 students sing in choruses in 
the city. The largest choral group in the city has been the 
Worcester Festival Chorus. numbering as many as 450 at one 
time. Fo~ the past few years the en~ollment has been between 
250 and 300. There are only 27 high school students singing 
with this organization at the present. This is a very small 
number. 
Various madrigal groups and operetta oho~uses account 
tor the remaining 107 par~icipants in community choral societiee. 
The Worcester Light Opera Company attracts a very large per 
centage of these young people. This is a young people's 
organization which is reall~ active~ The glamour of the 
costumes,. the delightfully ~imple yet tricky music, the 
dramatic appeal of the stage are all contributing factors in 
making this organization so attractive to high school students. 
Listening activities.-- Eighty-nine per cent of the entire 
student body listens chiefly to popular music. Classical music 
was second with Hill-Billy a poor third. Because of the wide 
meaning of' the term "popular music" 1 t is very difficult to 
evaluate this choice. The term "popular music" is used very 
loosely toda~. There is good popular music and inferior. At 
any rate it is safe to say that it all appeals to the 
physical rather than to the spiritual nature of mankind. It 
is recreational rather than inspirational& Concerning run in 
music. the following appears in the Music Education Source 
. y 
Book: 
~It is well to remember that most adult music-
making is motivated by recreational and avocatlonal 
desires. It should be the aim during high school 
years to build up reservoirs of songs, instl'umental 
selections, etc. which will carry over into after-
school years as an infectious enthusiasm tor music 
for run.and for·genuine enjoyment.n 
Instrumental activity.-- Taking part 1n musical 
activities in the community it was found that 69 played in 
bands and 62 in orchestras. Considering the fine organisations 
EMENC CurricuJ.um Committees,. Music Education Source Book, 
usic Educators National Confel'enoe, Cblcage, l949, p:-l3o 
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available to these young people it would seem that the figures 
were low. Ninety-nine students indicated that they took part 
in some for.m of music in the community other than choir, band, 
orchestra, chorus, and bugle corps. These people belong to 
music clubs, piano elubs, guitar clubs, and play and sing in 
quartets. Some are organists and pianists who play in the 
comm~1ty. 
2 .. Implications 
The implications as a result of this survey point rather 
clearly to the fact that the high school music program should 
be designed to meet the demand for musical experience by the 
students. If it is right to assume that the major reason high 
school boys and girls are not staying after school to rehearse 
with some musical organisation is due to the fact that 46 per 
cent are working after school.~ then it would seem that two 
provisions should be made~ First, sound proof rooms should be 
provided whereby rehearsals could be held during school hours 
without disturbing academic classes. In none o£ the rou~ high 
schools is there a sound proof room which could be used for 
band rehea~sals. If a good si~ed roo~ could be made available 
ifi each high school, it is possible that it might be sound 
p~oofed without too much expense to the city. The new schools 
being planned for the city of Woroester will provide sound 
proof quarters fo~ the instrumental program. This does not 
answer the question, however, as far as the present is 
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concerned. It is urgently hoped that space may be found which 
can be converted into proper rehearsal rooms in Cla~sical 1 
Commerce. North, and South High Schools. 
In the second place# schedules of the young people who 
would like to avail themselves of the opportunity of taking 
part in some musical group should be arranged accordingly. 
The Worcester high schools are now operating on a school day 
with .four hours and a half of actual teaching tirne. This is 
of course a very short school day and it leaves little room 
for extra-curricular work. 
If ed~cation is concerned with developing the whole man, 
~\, 
it most certainly cannot overlook the need for developing the 
"-. . ..__ 
capacity for beauty as well as the growth of intellect. 
Leisure is becoming more and more something with which to be 
reckoned. If the love for the beautiful has been properly 
nourished during tho formative years of youth# it will 
continue to grovt and manifest 1 tsolf in manhood and womanhoodo 
It may well find an outlet in singing with a church choir or 
a community chorus or a madrieal groupo Or it may be content 
with the more placid experience of' attending fine concerts 
and becoming an intelligent listener. Whatever turn it takes, 
it will add to the development of the whole man and the 
intelligent use of leisure time$ 
It is recognized that the trend of social and economic 
life demands a larger emphasis upon education for leisure. 
Therefore, all the social implications of group music 
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activities should be kept constantly in mind and every effort 
should be made to articulat0 all musical interf)sts with higher 
and more desirable for;ma or leisure~ especially those types 
which will carry over into adult lifeo y 
Paul Farnsworth expresses a conviction which is mcst 
cc.rtainly indica ted in tr..is study when he says: 
"To the reviewer it would seem that the psychology 
o£ musio is weakest 1n the area wherG it touohes social 
psycholoSJ', anthropology- and educational sociology. 
trbe ~usic educator tends to know ao little ot the work 
done on folkways that he teo often holds blindly to 
absolutes in music and so accepts less readily than he 
sholud, data which demonstrate the folkway nature of 
his tools. That this weakness has been recognized by 
others is shown by the f'net that a new curriculum is 
being introduced at Jullaard stressing eocial so1encesv 
The music educator is rarely a virtuoso perfo~ner9 
He is rather a profeseicmal worker who has unique 
opportunities to increase human satisfactions. To meka 
the most of these opportunitias he must be fully 
aware of the social forces around h1m. 11 
'"I. Music teachers must attempt to give every child 
some wortllwhile experiences in music by: 
l. Continuing ~o uphold tho standards of' the special. 
groups, 
2. Reaching pupils not in organized muRic groups 
through: 
a. home-roont sines led by clansrool:l tee.cher~ 
student leader or, 1r possible, by the 
music teachoJ:>; 
b9 visitation of small vocal and 1nstr~~ental 
ensembles to accoi!lpsny or augment home-
room p~t1cipation; 
o. integration aativition,. motivated, where 
necessary. hy the music teacher; 
do aose~bly sines which grow out of the 
repe:tl'toirs huilt in the home-room sessions. 
l.117nui H. 'f"'~rnswoPth1 School. Insti'Uetion .!!! Muai.o, Revitm 2f. 
;;:duo a tional Hesanrch, '!94 ~, Volu .. l'!le 16, Cha.~terlJ.. pp. !8'i::;l88. 
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II. Music teachers must vitalize music learnings -through 
the avenues of 1ntegl'ation 1n sooial studies# English, 
and those subject fields which lead themBelves 
naturally to integration by: · 
1. Listening to recordings or music pertinent 
to the subject. 
2. Singing songs which contribute directly to 
the undel'standing or the problem6 e.gQ, 
folk songs of a people, an occupation, etc. 
3. Creating mu~ic, where possible, guided by 
the music teacher, either by the group or 
tndividual according to talent and 
feas1b1l1 ty. 
III. Mueic teachers must reoogn!za highly educative values 
of outside agencies and utilize them 1n teaching 
music by: 
1. Guiding student interest 1n discussing 
ou,.-.rent movies which can contribute to 
desil'able learnings. 
2. Guiding students in listening to fine 
radio progvams by usa of' the bulletin 
boards, and by discussion be~ore and 
arte~ prog:rams. 
3. E.noou~ag!ng participation of worthy and 
qualified students in church oho1ra. 
4. Teaching the student choral groups those 
selections which may be utilized by church 
choirs, and thus helping ra1ae the 
standard of church choir singing. 
IV. Music teache~s must u~ge administ~ators to ·enlarge 
the school day to seven periods in order to take 
care of" any kind or music prog~am. 
v. Music teachers must link up school activities with 
the community through such agencies as: 
1. Social organisations, such as service oluba, 
etc., 
e Q Hospi tel en tertairunen toft !I 
r.1F;uc CurricUlum Committees, Music Education Source ~~~ 
tusic Educators National Conference, Chicago, l9491 PP• 23,24o 
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.Churches, schools~ civic oPganizationa and fraternal 
groups of' all kinds are striving to help develop human 
resources in order to provide for a richer6 fuller, and more 
abundant life. \That more potent weapon is there for this 
purpose than music? 
Mus:To is part of every person and every community. The 
schools are exposing all young people to music with the hope 
that it will provide them with healthy emotional release. 
It is also the hope of educators that these young people will 
become the discerning concert audiences of the future. The 
recreational value of music is well known. A large sum of 
money is appropriated each year by the city of Worcester for 
summer hand concerts. These concerts are always well attended. 
Civic clubs 1n the city are ev.er ready to help some worthy 
music student or students in furthering their careers& Local 
business houses and radio stations give of their facilities 
to help bring the music of. youth_ before the public. For the 
past three years the Worcester County Trust Company has 
invited eaoh high school to furnish a one-hour program of 
carols in the lobby of the bank the week before Christmas. By 
means of amplification these programs have been carried to the 
main street. All of the above-mentioned media bring people 
closer together- the school and conJ.Munity• music and man- a 
common bond. 
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_c_o.n_c_e_r_t.ed •. action ~needed.-- Unfortunatel7 the efforts 
or a better co~~unity life through music is uncoordinated in 
Worcester. There is a duplication of effort, which often results 
in divided attention and leas than full support. With the lack 
of coordination there is a frustrated indifference. If all of 
the effo~t which is spent on these activities could be 
effectively directed by a council, the results would be a 
smoothly working program. Music is a subject with which to be 
reckoned. The five public high school teachers of music are 
called on from time to time to present one or more of their 
groups for P.T.A. meetings or Civic Clubs. Clergymen recognize 
tho importance o~ music in religious services and gatherings. 
Music has sold itself in Worcester but now it needs an 
organization to distribute it. 
Among the groups interested in the ·cultural aspect of the 
community through music are the churches; schools, P.T.A.'s, 
Mothers• Clubs, Woman's Club, Rotarya Kiwanis, Civitan, Probus, 
Exchange Clubs, Boys' and Girls' Clubs, Y.M.C.A., Y.w.c.A., 
Catholic Women's Association, The Masons 1 Odd Fellows, and 
several other fraternal o~ganizations. From time to time 
these groups conduct individual projects to bring outstanding 
musical tal~nt to Worceste~. These projects are worthwhile 
and should be supported by the entire city. Because of the 
lack of uniyersal support, however, their effectiveness is 
tempered. 
J 
Tl:wough the formation of a council consisting of 
rep~esentative people~· an efficient organization to administer 
the musical affairs of" the cit-y could be achieved~· 
! music council••• A music council would consist of people 
representing organizations which are interested in furthertng 
the cause of good music in the city. This group would be 
representative of all phases o.f musical acti"~Tity: industrial, 
educational, recreational.,· end cultural- It could be organised 
along the line of the Worcester Community Council which is a 
planning hoard for the Community Chesto The Worcester 
9ommunity Coune1l oons1sts of o1v1c-~nded citizens who give 
their time to study the needs of th~ c1tyo The music coune11 
might well be a part or the Community Council and 1n that way 
use the physical fac1l1t1es of the Community Chest. By uniting 
the efforts of many different organizations 1n the city, the 
entire music program would be strengthened. 
Objeot,.ves $!£ ~ community music council ........ Some of the 
objectives of a music council in Worcester mi5ht be: 
le To serve as a clearin& house to coordinate dates or 
concerts held in the city. . 
2., To aid in tho promotion or music in the city. 
3., To provide member organizations an opportunity to 
discuss problems concerning the musical life oi' the 
city. 
4., To encourage the m·usical program or the c1 ty. 
5e To make studies of ways and means to help overcome 
problems which may arise. 
6. To help encourage and foster musical leadership and 
talent in the city. 
7. To help tie in the relationship between the school, 
the community, and the home. 
a. To foster good will among all. 
The following chart is a general organizational patter.n 
!I 
suggested by the American Music Conference: 
I f 
Council 
Chairman 
Council 
Vice-Ohai:man. 
Secretary 
I 
.I 
City-Wide Church Music School Music Music-in-Recreation 
Mua:lc Committee Committee Committee Committee 
i7Amer!oan Music Conference, Manual ~Developini ~Music 
Council, Number 28, Chicago, p. 22. ·· 
O!Jz-wide mueic committee.•• It would be the respons1bllit 
of this committee to deal with the larger p:t'oblems or the o1ty 
such as; 
1. Maintaining a musical calendar to assure no major 
duplication 1n concert dates. 
a. Encouraging c1ty•w1de part1c1pat1on in choruses. 
orchestras, and bands. 
s. Recommend1ng proper leadership for city progFama. 
4. Promoting city-wide concerts through the press 
and xaadio and talks to civic groupao 
5. Fostering music courses of a general music na~e. 
a. Running a series of young artiste' recitals eaob 
year. 
7.. Main ta!n1ng e. speakers' bureau. 
Church music commltteeu-. !his committee 1a·a funot1on1ng 
g:roup 1n the c1 ty at the present time. The Obwch 01'gan1sts' 
and Cho1P Leaders• Association has been a strong end successful 
group for the las~ eight 7ea~s. They sponsor an All Creeds 
Concert each year. They have had such notable leade~s as 
Robert Shaw, Peter W:tlbowsky and Hugh Rose. Their meetings are 
held throughout the winter months and they are of an 
tnrormat1ve and educational nature. This organization 1s one 
ot which Worcester may well be proudo 81nce 1ts founding 
there has been a closer bond of friendship among the oh~ch 
choirs. 
School music committee.-- It would be the ~esponsibility 
of this committee to deal wi~h all phases of school music 
insofa~ as it relates to the community. It would be their 
responsibility 
1. To help support the school music program. 
2. To bring before the public the music work being done 
in the schools. 
3., To aid 1n the support of school music festivals. 
4. To help youth musical organizations such as the 
Youth Orchest~a and the Red Shield Band. 
s. To encourage high school students to sing in church 
choirs. 
6. To help in furthering the musical education of 
outstanding musical talent. 
Musio-~-recreation committee»-- It would be the 
responsibility of this committee to concern itself with all 
phases of music as they are related to recreation tn the 
community. They would be able 
1. To serve in an advisory capacity to Oity Manager in 
planning for summer band concerts. 
s. To encourage folk dancing and folk festivals. 
3. To suggest leadership for camp sings and city-wide 
recreational music. 
4. To encourage more summer music. 
5. To help for.m singing groups in industry. 
6. To work with the society of Barbershop singers. 
. y 
Some basic gr1nc1plas for organiz1ns music councila.--
Following are some of the essential principles '!or 
establiehins a sound community organization program. These 
are points to be observed as closely as possible to assure 
continuation of an effective Council. 
1. The local Council should belong to the 
community- npt·to one individual or one 
club or agency. ·· 
2. The local Council should have the active support 
of at least the majority of the most important 
groups. 
3. The local Council is always a voluntary : 
association or individuals. groups and 
agencies. --Ita authority ·to exist and act 
is delegated to it by ita members. ~­
Direction and control of.individual interests 
and programs of members remain within the 
members themselvesu Its decisions and 
recommendations are not to be considered 
mandatory to the community. 
4. The local Council p~oceedings should be 
thoroughly democratic: active participation 
should be sought and secured from all 
members. 
5. The local Council's decisions and ?lana of 
action should. be based on accurately 
gathered and compiled facts. 
6. The local Council should delegate specific 
tasks or parts of plans for action to members 
individuals, agencies or organizations. 
Full credit must always be given to the 
member agency or organization carrying the 
responsi\)111 ty for· a speeif'ic program or 
assignment.IJ This and pointe 3 and 4 will 
lessen and eventually eliminate »agency• 
/YL-\marican music Conference, Manual for De~elopinta .! :Music 
,I'Gonnc:tl, Number self Chicago, p.22. 
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mindedness" .... the f'ear of losing prestige 
or recognition on the part of a club, 
agency or organisation. 
7. The local Council should keep its members 
and the general public continually info~ed 
of its activities so interest will be 
maintained oonstantly. 
BoThe local Council must always work.f'or the 
common good. Its ultimate aim must alwa72 
be to make the community a better place 
in which to live through music. 
9. The local Council chairman or president must 
be an individual of vision whose interests 
and knowledge are broad, whose pos tio 
of' leadership in the community is recognizedg 
and who is acceptable to all participating 
individuals and groups. 
10. The local council. even in small communi~ 
ties of a population of' less than 1,000$ 
will need a small working group, board 
of' executive co~ttee. This group should 
meet monthly to consider specific projects, 
committee reports 4 procedures, and 
program of' the Council. 
ll. The local Council should have regularly 
scheduled, carefully planned meetings of' 
the enti:re Oouncil and its board. 
12. The local CoWl oil should review 1 ts program 
periodically- at least every six months• 
honestly evaluating its progress. 
impartially analyzing its obstacles or 
failures, clea:rly setting forth its next 
steps." 
It would be very necessary to choose as the chai~an a 
person respected by the greatest number of people possible. 
' He should be profoundly in teves ted in f'urthering musi o in 
the city and be able to devote considerable time to the cause. 
This person should be a leader~ a diplomat, and posaeee great 
insight. 
A music council similar to the one desc~1bed above would 
be a very desirable appendage to the already strong and 
efficient Community Council 1n Worcestezt. It is not intended 
that this music council be formed simply to have another 
organization, but rathe:e to coordinate the efforts ot all 
people and groups interested in promoting music in Worcester. 
Role 2! lb.! hie;~ S!lhoo& music teacher !31 !b,!. total 
communitz music 2rog~am.-- It is desirable tor the higb school 
music teachers to encourage students to take part tn outside• 
ot•school musical aet1v1t1ea such as the 
' 
lQ Worcester Music Festival 
t. Worcester Oratorio So·ciety 
3. Worcester Youth Orchest~a 
4. Worcester Little Symphony 
s. Worees ter Symphony Orchestra 
6o Red Shield Band and· otbe~s 
7. Oburch oho1:re 
s. All O~eeds Conca~t 
because of' the 
lo A.dded musical experience 
2. Added musioalknowledge 
3. Sociability 
49 Impetus to continue musical experience after 
gradua. tion111 
88 
Encouragement may be given by the music teacher through 
1. Personal knowledge of outside musical activities 
2. Having students tell or outside musical activities 
3~ Having outside leaders speak to assembled students 
4o Possible demonstration of work done 
5. Keeping a list of worthy musical organizations in 
the community. · 
Concerning outside music activity Thomas H. Briggs says: 
"All my own thinking about education is guided 
by two very simple stated principles. The first one is 
that the primary duty of the school is to teach people 
to do better the desirable tbinga that they are likely 
to do anyway. Another duty is to reveal higher 
activities and to make them both desired and maximally 
possibleq What are the musical activities in which 
people actually engage outside or school? In limited 
numbers they sing and play on v~rious instruments; 
in larger numbers and more f~equently they listen 
to others play and sing; and they think and talk 
about music. What do they play and sing? To what 
do they listen? 0~ what do they talk? and bow do 
they carry on these various activities? Answers to 
such questions give raw curriculum material. After 
evaluation it is to be arranged for teaching; and 
then the first challenge is to teach pupils to do 
better than they otherwise would do those things 
that seem to yo.u most desirable. 
In addition to this, the second principle 
demands the.t the school should reveal to the pupil 
higher activities• higher types of music, better 
ways or listening and responding, and better ways 
of thinking and talking about what they have heard. 
This in some measure the school has always done, 
frequently, however, attempting the revelation on a 
level higher than the pupils are ready to appreciate 
and approveo Unless they are made to desire these 
higher activities and to seek mastery over them, the 
teaching is likely to be ineffective and futile. 
¥e'l'homas H, !r!ggs.,"Mu.sic in Secondary Eduoe.tion", M.E.N.o. 
earbook, 1936, pp. ~2·45. 
y 
It is what pupils are. inspired· to seek after 
compulsion oe~ses that counts." 
Conside~ation 2£ spec~ needs.-· DurinG the week in 
October when the PhiladAlphia Symphony Orchestra is in 
Worcester, more could be done in the way of bringine 
spaciali2ed music to people. For example 1 strinc quartets and 
instrumental soloists appeal to a limited number of people. 
For this reason they are not a popular choice for a major 
eoncertv Consequently they are heard in Worcester very seldom. 
A string quartet concert might be given in the little theater 
during an afternoon in the F~stival week. This group could be 
taken from the personnel of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra 
If one or two hundred devotees of strin~ IT1US1c heaxad it,. it 
would be a worth~hile activity. If twelve or twenty lovers of 
flute musie gathered to hear Mr. Kincaid give an hour ~ecital 
in soma room or small hall- that would be worthwhile. If more 
rare music could be made available to students and musio 
lovers during this week, it would add to the educational 
feature of the Festival. 
In finding ways to meet the musical needs of students 
educators are helpinG to make this world a richer pl$ca in 
which to l!vee~ 
!I A noted musical authority~ Lilla Belle Pitts says: 
!/Lilla Delle Pit~s. 2£• ~o 1 Pa 44 
so 
"If the atms and purposes of music education 
are identical ult1matel7 with the aims of education 
in general, music is but another, though powerful 
means of making a diff'erence in the way children 
conduct themselves and their lives: what they are inside 
of themselves and what musical expression can do to 
enlarge the personalities and enrich the social 
living of !!,!1 not just a ~ children." 
The need is for more musical opportunities 1n every 
direction: playing, singing, and listening with understanding, 
intelligent leadership both 1n the school and tn the 
communityo 
Suggestions for Furthe~ Study 
A. A similar study might be made of some other city of 
comparable size with a high school with a high school 
day of comparable length. 
B. A study mieht be made of the Woreester school system 
to determine whether the elementary and junior high 
school curricula are adequate in preparinG high school 
students for participation in musical activities. 
c. A study might be made bf communities of like size 
which have a music council to determine the value 
and help of the council to those communities. 
· D. A study might be made in Wox-oester to find out from 
former high school students what their musical 
education had meant to them and how the curriculum 
could be revised if necessary to more fully meet 
present day livingo 
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GREATER WORCESTER AREA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 
Adams Square Baptist 
Adams Square Congre$at1onal 
All Saints Episcopal 
All Souls Universalist 
Armenian Apos to lie of Our SaviJour 
Armenian National Apostolic Holy Trinity 
Austin Street United Pentecostal 
Belmont Street A.M.E. Zion 
Belmont Full Gospel 
Belmont Hill Salvation Army 
Belmont Street Baptist 
Bethany Congregational 
Bethany Gospel Chapel 
Bethel Baptist 
Bethlehem Covenant 
.Galvary Baptist 
Central Congregational 
Chestnut Street Congregational 
Christ Baptist 
Christadelphians 
Christadelphians; Berean 
Obristadelphians, The 
Christian and Missionary Alliance Gospel Tabernacle 
Church of Christ 
Church of God in Christ 
Church of God Universal · 
Church of the Martyrs- Armenian Congregational 
Church of the Nazarene 
Church of Soul Science 
Concordia Evangelical Lutheran 
Epworth Methodist 
Finnish Apostolic Lutheran 
Finnish Congregational 
Finnish Evangelical Lutheran 
First Baptist 
First Clwis tian 
First Church of Christ Scientist 
First Presbyterian 
First Spiritualist 
First Unitarian 
First Universalist 
French Ba.ptis t 
Good Sema.ri tan Church of God in Christ 
Grace Baptist 
Greendale Lutheran 
Greendale People's 
Greendale Salvation Army 
Hadwen Park Congregational 
Highland Street Lutheran 
Hope Congregational 
Immanuel Baptist 
Jehovahs Witnesses 
John Street Baptist 
Lake View Congregational 
Latter Rain Pentecostal 
Lincoln S~re Baptist 
Mt. Olive United Pentecostal 
Newton Square Baptist 
Old South Congregational 
Park Avenue Methodist 
Park Congregational 
Pilgrim Congregational 
Pleasant Street Baptist 
Polish National Catholic of the Good Shepherd 
Quinsigamond Baptist Quins!gamond Methodist Qu1ns1gamond Salvation A~y 
Russian Orthodox Church or the Risen CbPist 
Russian Polish and Lithuanian Baptist 
St. Andrews Methodist 
St. ··Georges Syz-1an Orthodox 
Sto Johns Bp1scopal 
St. Lukes Episcopal 
St. Marks Episcopal 
St. Maeye Albanian Orthodox 
Sta Marys Assyrian Apoltol1c 
St9 Matthews Bp1seopal · 
Sta K!ohaels-on•the- Heights Episcopal 
St. Nicholae Romanian Orthodox 
St. Spy~idons Greek Orthodox 
Sal em Square Govensn t 
Salvation Army Citadel 
Salvation Ar,mr Social Service 
Second Advent Ohr!etian 
Second Church of Ohrtst Scientist 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Society of Friends 
South Baptiet 
TatnuOk Congregational 
Trinity Evangelical Luthe~an 
Trowbridge Memorial Methodist 
Un1 ty Oen tel' 
Wesley Methodist 
School Department 
Worcester~ Massachusetts 
Music Department 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to help the Music Department find out 
your musical interests. Will you please answer all questions? 
Stanley vv. Norwood~ Director of Music 
Name __________ ~~------~--~---- High School. _________________________ __ 
Age ____________ __ Class _______ _ 
Do you participate in any high school musical organizations? 
If 11yestt check which one (s) 
Yes __ ....;No __ _ 
Orchestra ( ) Band ( ) Glee Club ( ) Mixed Chorus ( ) Other ( ) 
If rehearsals were held during· school would you be interested 
in taking part in some musical organization? Yes No 
-~--
If 11yes 11 check which one (s) 
Orchestra ( ) Band ( ) Glee Club ( ) Mixed Chorus ( ) Other ( ) 
Are you now planning to make music your career? Yes No 
---~ 
Are your parents musical? Father-Yes No Mother-Yes 
If 11yes 11 check which one ( s) Instrliiiient.....,al,____ Vocal 
·---
No 
·Do you listen to music outside of school? 
If 11yes 11 cneck which one (s) Hill Billy Popular Classical 
--- ---- ·------
Do. you attend concerts such as Civic Music, v~orcester Fastival, 
Fine Arts, lilorcester Art Museum? Frequently Occasionall:7 __ ...;Never __ _ 
Do you belong to any musical groups OUTSIDE of school? 
If ttyest1 indicate which one (s) 
Name of Group Number of I ·. Rehearsals 
Rehearsals per week ! Afternoon Evening 
Choir 
• Band ! 
O:tchestra I 
' 
Chorus ! 
i 
Bugle I 
Other 
Do you have an after school job? 
Yes No 
...,------
I Public Performance I Yes No 
I 
i 
I 
I 
: 
I 
Yes ___ ....;No __ _ 
No 
G .. c. 
M.c. 
Other 
No 
Yes 
0 
B 
G.c. 
M.C. 
Other 
No 
Yes 
F No Yes 
M No 
Yes 
Instr. 
Vocal 
Hill Bill 
Popular 
Classfcal 
F 
0 
N 
No 
Yes 
., 
"' a 
:) 
~erf .-No 
res (Job) 
lo (Job) 
ofl\ t 
School Class,--~---
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
